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A system of equations modeling a class of step 
$_.otors known as the permanent magnet rotor step motor is 
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IC. Measurements are then made 
'@I 
7'10n an existing motor and input to the program for 
validation. A special test fixture is utilized to take 
performance data on the motor to facilitate comparisons 
4' 
7 -'. 8 with the predictions of the program. The comparisons show 
the model is indeed valid for design of step motor drive 
systems and emphasize the practical nature of using 
personal computers and simulations for design. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is the culmination of eighteen months of 
research and experiments on permanent-magnet step motors. 
These motors have become extremely popular over the last 
decade for a number of reasons, perhaps the most important 
one being that they can be easily interfaced to a digital 
computer which can issue "binary8' commands to the motor. 
Once a position reference has been established, the motor 
can be stepped to a known position without any position 
feedback and with zero cumulative error provided the motor 
has been operated within specified limits. 
Given the above facts and relatively inexpensive 
cost of open loop step motor drive systems, many have 
chosen step motors over other alternatives without a 
thorough understanding of the step motor itself. Even wnen 
the drive system has correctly been selected as a step 
motor, the selection of step times, gearing, load 
components, etc. is often done on a trial and error basis 
after the rest. of the drive system has already been 
implemented and the step motor installed. The results can 
be not only disappointing but sometimes catastrophic if 
tolerances or aging components load the motor to the point 
where it misses a step and therefore stalls. 
The programs and methods presented in this paper 
allow designers of these systems to make a few simple 
_-.-  
measurements on a particular motor and simulate the entire 
drive system on a personal computer before building any 
hardware. This allows design decisions and trade-offs at 
the most convenient part of the design cycle. The programs 
presented are general enough that various subroutines can 
easily be changed to meet a particular situation. 
-- - 
d 
I. DESCRIPTION OF THE MOTOR 
The motor modeled in this paper has been called by 
various names including stacked-can step motor, tin can 
$ 
step motor, permanent-magnet step motor, and hybrid step 
,r 
motor but is perhaps most accurately described by the name 
permanent-magnet-rotor step motor. Figure 1 shows a cutaway 
view of the motor highlighting its unique features. It 
typically consists of a permanentmagnet rotor, which has 
been radially magnetized with alternating north-south 
poles, and two stator coil sections, each containing either 
two windings oppositely wound (the bifilar winding) or a 
single winding. Two stator cups are formed around each of 
these coils with pole pairs mechanically displaced by half 
a pole pitch on a given stator and quarter pole pitch 
displacement between the two stators. The stator cups are 
stamped from sheet metal and hence inexpensive to 
manufacture. The practical resolution to which a permanent 
magnet may be radially magnetized in such a motor is twelve 
pole pairs. Step resolution is one quarter pole pitch which 
1 
limits the steps to a maximum of 48 per revolution. 
Commercially the motor comes in typical standard 
resolutions of 20, 24, and 48 steps per revolution. Figure 
2 shows two typical drive circuits and switching sequences. 
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FZgure 2. Typ ica l  Drive c i r c u i t s  and Switching Sequences 
(a) Unipolar  
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The unipolar drive is the simplest and cheapest but 
requires the bifilar winding and generates about 30% less 
__ .---- - 
torque at slow step speeds compared Lo the bipolar drive. 
At high step speeds both motors generate about the same 
torque as the back-emf begins to limit the amount of 
current that can be forced into the winding. 
This motor is probably the most popular step motor 
in commercial use today, and that is one of the motivations 
for deriving a practical model. Its popularity can be 
attributed to its simplicity, cost, and ease of interface 
to digital devices (e.g. microprocessors), among other 
things. Some disadvantages of the motor are low . 
torque-to-rotor-inertia ratio, low maximum speed, and large 
step angle (desirable in some applications). 
11. THE MATH MODEL 
A few comments should be made in rega3 to the 
assumptions used in the derivation of the model before 
proceeding. Firstly, the magnetic circuit is assumed to be 
linear, without saturation, and no hysteresis or 
eddy-current effects. Initial conversations with motor 
manufacturers indicated that as long as the motor is 
operated at rated voltage and current, these effects are 
negligible. In any case, the derivation is clearer and 
easier to follow with these assumptions and the resulting 
set of equations are reasonable to solve on a personal 
computer where processing power is somewhat limited. 
Secondly, mutual coupling was assumed to be 100% between 
bifilar windings in the same stator coil section and zero 
between windings in separate stator coil sections. 
The model was derived forthe bifilar-wound motor 
since the 100% mutual coupling between bifilar windings 
presents a complication compared to the single winding 
case. Once the model has been derived for the bifilar wound 
motor, it can be easily reduced to model the other. 
The magnetomotive force (rmnf)in a stator section is 
due to two sources: the mmf induced by the net winding 
current in the section and the mmf due to the permanent 
8 
4-q~ f L ,  * 
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magnet i t s e l f .  The mmf due t o  the permanent magnet can best 
be visualized by --  - caking a cross-section of the motor and 
laying. it out f l a t  as shown schematically i n  figure 3. When 
the rotor poles are perfectly aligned with the s ta tor  
poles, a maximum mmf is  present i n  the magnetic c i rcu i t .  A s  
the rotor is  moved past these poles and aligned with the 
next, the mmf i s  seen t o  change direction and become 
maximum with ' opposite polarity. This cyclG occurs once for 
every pole pair on the s ta tor  during one revolution and is  
assumed t o  be sinusoidal. A l l  of t h i s  can now be expressed 
mathematically by the following equation for one s ta tor  - 
section referred t o  as s ta tor  section Am 
F i s  the t o t a l  mmf i n  s ta tor  A, N is  the number of t u r n s  
A 
i n  one half of a b i f i l a r  winding, i, i s  the current i n  one 
of the windings referred t o  as winding a ,  ib is  the current 
i n  the other winding of the b i f i l a r  winding pair ,  F i s  the 
amplitude of the permanent magnet induced xnmf, N is  the P 
number of s ta tor  pole pairs,  and 8 i s  the rotor position 
referenced to .zero  when s ta tor  section A has i t s  south 
poles aligned with the north poles of the rotor.  The rotor 
position zero reference is,  of course, completely 
arbitrary,  b u t  t h i s  one i s  convenient i n  terms of the 
model. The remaining s ta tor  section i s  mechanically 
7 - 
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Figure 3 .  Schematic Layout of the Motor 
disp laced  by one q u a r t e r  po le  p i t c h  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  s t a t o r  
s e c t i on  A and t hus  - - -. the mmf due t o  the permanent magnet i s  
90 degrees ou t  of phase from t h a t  i n  s t a t o r  s e c t i o n  A. 
Referring to  t h i s  s e c t i o n  a s  s t a t o r  s e c t i o n  B, another  
C 
i 
equation f o r  l mmf can be w r i t t e n .  
I 
L 
i s  the mmf induced i n  s t a t o r  s e c t i o n  B, ib and id are 
the r e spec t i ve  winding c u r r e n t s ,  and the o t h e r  parameters 
a r e  a s  i n  equat ion (1). 
The permeance i n  the magnetic c i r c u i t  i s  cons tan t  
s i nce  the r o t o r  has  a smooth su r f ace ,  the gap between the 
, r o t o r  and s t a t o r  i s  cons tan t ,  and the r o t o r  i s  made from a 
uniform f e r rous  ma te r i a l .  Remembering t h a t  the f l u x  i n  a 
magnetic c i c u i t  is the product  o f  permeance and m f ,  the 
following equat ions  can be w r i t t e n .  
= P i  - i )  + PFcos 
& = P N ( i b  - id) + PFsinN 8 
P 
P rep resen t s  the permeance value.  Note t h a t  i n  genera l ,  P 
is  a funct ion  both  of  rotor p o s i t i o n  and winding c u r r e n t  
s i nce  both change the opera t ing  p o i n t  of  the magnetic 
c i r c u i t  s l i g h t l y  when the magnitude o f  the r e spec t i ve  
induced mmf's is changed and the winding c u r r e n t  can 
11 
possibly saturate the magnetic circuit. These effects, 
however, are not.-.-included in the model as mentioned 
earlier. 
The flux linkages in the circuit are the result of 
the number of turns in the windings and the flux itself and 
are given by these equations. 
2 h A  = N ~ ( i ,  - i,) + NPFcosN 0 P 
A B  = N2P(ib - id) + N P F S ~ ~ N ~ ~  
One of the goals in deriving this model was to - 
descibe the motor, in terms of quantities that are 
independent of the motor geometry and magnetic circuit 
values and related more to a motor as a finished product 
and measurable from the winding terminals. This &a be 
"i 
effected on equations (5) and (6) by recognizing the 
following relations. 
= NPF 
L is the winding inductance and K, is a coefficient 
< 
representing the back-emf of the rotating permanent-magnet 
rotor. Equations (5) and (6) can now be rewritten. 
h~ - =- ~ ( i ,  - i,) + ScosN 8 P 
X~ = ~ ( i ~  - id) + %sinN 8 P 
Referring t o  figure 4, which shows the lumped 
c i rcui t  equivalent of s t a to r  section A ' s  windings, two loop gi~,g2 d,- +i **- -A;x;yj 2. &<-+ ., ;,': 
-. -: - -Lt&~;.%>: 
equations can be written. 
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equation (12) .can be subtracted from (11) t o  give a @fS& 
single equation describing s ta tor  section A. 
Squation ( 9 )  can be solved for i, - i, and the r e su l t  
substituted in to  (13) t o  get the f ina l  form of the 
~y&~?&;+:~*~.e~p$~;T&::~+g~!:7-L 2>+V&?! .;: 7: 
* *fi,.- ~*c;7*~,k~>lfkLma,i*~ lK3$25.:;$;::::+;:<;: 
~Xtt~S!yj&+~z'""" T; 'r$7L&7 '' 
JI . . .nk,,Lrrni,!, ewise, ,.,F,s. :I,: m..,&::-. an I d ;  +C- -  equation can be written for s ta tor  section B e  
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Figure 4 .  Lumped Circuit  Equivalent 
of One Stator Section 
NOW w i th  s o l u t i o n s  t o  (14) and (.15), t h e  loop equa t ions  f o r  
t h e  winding lumped - _equiva len t  c i r c u i t  can  be so lved  for the 
i n d i v i d u a l  winding c u r r e n t s  as fo l lows .  
dh, 
The express ion  for t h e  developed t o r q u e  can be 
der ived  by cons ide r ing  the energy s t o r e d  i n  the f i e ld  of 
the motor. The t o t a l  energy i n  the system can  be expressed  
where dWe is t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  i n p u t  energy a f t e r  i 2~ losses 
bu t  i nc lud ing  the e f f e c t i v e  N i  c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  the 
permanent magnet, dWf is the  d i f f e r e n t i a l  energy s t o r e d  i n  
t h e  magnetic f i e l d  p l u s  h y s t e r e s i s  and eddy c u r r e n t  l o s s e s ,  
and dW, i s  the d i f f e r e n t i a l  mechanical  energy t aken  o f f  the 
s h a f t  i nc lud ing  a l l  mechanical l o s s e s .  Th is  equa t ion  can  be 
r e w r i t t e n  i n  t e r m s  o f  the mechanical t o r q u e  as f o l l o w s .  
15 
An express ion f o r  dW, is given by 
Now consider the case  w h e r e  no mechanical energy i s  taken 
o f f  the s h a f t .  Then the work due t o  the f i e l d  is  w r i t t e n  
This i n t e g e r a l  can be solved g r aph i ca l l y  under the 
assumption of a l i n e r  magnetic c i r c u i t  as can be seen i n  
f i gu re  5 w h i c h  shows a t y p i c a l  magnetizat ion curve and a 
l i n e r  approximation which t h i s  model assumes. The a r e a  
above the curve i n  f i g u r e  5 i s  the q u a n t i t y  Wf and i s  the 
energy s t o r ed  i n  the magnetic f i e l d .  The a r e a  below the 
curve is  sometimes c a l l e d  the coenergy and w i l l  be r e f e r r e d  
t o .  a s  Wf' . Note t h a t  i n  genera l ,  the coenergy and the 
energy a r e  not  equal  bu t  under the assumption o f  a l i n e r  
magnetic c i r c u i t  they  a r e  equal  and the i n t e g r a l  of  
equation (23) can be solved g r aph i ca l l y  by t ak ing  the a r e a  
under the curve of f i g u r e  5 w i t h  a change i n  s ign .  The 
r e s u l t  of t h i s  is  given by 
m m f  F = N i  
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$1- s u b s t i t u t i n g  from equa t ions  ( 9 )  and (10)  i n t o  (24)  t h e  
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-p7 =-7 s: ;,. -. Now the express ion f o r  to rque  as a func t ion  o f  t h e  f i e l d  
- .&:, if 
energy can be i d e n t i f i e d  by s u b s t i t u t i n g  equa t ion  (22)  i n t o  
(21 )  and rear ranging  t o  g e t  
I n  genera l ,  Wf is a func t ion  o f  XA , h~ and 8 .  
D i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  th is  gene ra l  func t ion  by t h e  cha in  r u l e  
' ' T  gives  the gene ra l  express ion  
6Wf 
A 
6Wf 6Wf dWf = -dX + -dX + -dB 
6 X ~  6 X ~  68 
'G4,,,.. &.p7 
. ti- A By d i r e c t  comparison between equa t ions  (26)  and (27)  the 
4 2: 
I 4;: equation f o r  to rque  as a func t ion  of  the f i e l d  energy is 
q..,:- , 
$:q given. 
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I #  as fol lows.  
z :;., -, 
- ..c : - -  
' - , .  A , .  
L.". , ~ 
. .  . - .  
K N 
P Kt i s  the  torque constant  and i s  equal to -. 
2 
Fina l ly ,  t w o  equations can be wr i t t en  for the  rotor 
and load dynamics accounting for i n e r t i a l  and f r i c t i o n a l  
loads and v i scous  damping. 
T is  the  developed. torque, B i s  the  v i scous  damping, J is  
the i n e r t i a l  part  of the load and Tf is t h e  f r i c t i o n a l  
part .  
111. MODEL PARAMETER MEASUREMENT 
The  d e r i v a t i o n  presented i n  t h e  l a s t  chapte r  
r equ i r e s  t h r e e  parameters t o  be measured on a given motor. 
They a r e  t h e  winding inductance,  L, the back-emf 
c o e f f i c i e n t  , Km, and t h e  to rque  c o e f f i c i e n t ,  Kt. I t  i s  t h e  
purpose of t h i s  chapte r  t o  g ive  t h e s e  parameters  more of  a 
physical  meaning ( i . e .  a t tempt  t o  g ive  the r eade r  a " f e e l "  
f o r  t hese  parameters)  and t o  i d e n t i f y  methods by which they 
may be measured. 
, 
The winding inductance i s  t h a t  p a r t  o f  the f l u x  
l inkage equat ions  given by the number of  t u r n s  i n  t h e  
winding, the permeance of  t h e  magnetic m a t e r i a l ,  and t h e  
ne t  winding cu r ren t .  The windings a l s o  have a f i n i t e  
r e s i s t i v e  p a r t  a s  was shown i n  f i g u r e  4. I f  the r o t o r  i s  
locked t o  e l imina te  cons ide ra t ion  of  t h e  component o f  
back-emf due t o  the r o t o r  motion, then  a vo l t age  s t e p  can 
be appl ied  t o  t h e  winding and the c u r r e n t  r i se  t i m e  
observed t o  so lve  f o r  R and L v i a  t h e  s tandard  R, L r i s e  
time d i f f e r e n t i a l  equat ion given b e l o w .  
The value f o r  R is e a s i l y  found from the s teady-s ta te  value 
of t he  cu r r en t  and- i s  simply equal t o  V/I . Given R, 
equat2on (32) may then be solved f o r  L. 
The back-emf c o e f f i c i e n t  is der ived from t h a t  p a r t  
of the f l u x  l inkage equat ions  ( 5 )  and (6) due on ly  t o  the 
permanent magnet. For s t a t o r  s ec t i on  A t h i s  is expressed by 
the equation 
where K, = NPF. The induced emf i s  obtained by 
d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  equation (33) w i t h  r e spec t  t o  t i m e  
The amplitude of the induced emf can now be w r i t t e n  
Equation ' (35)  can be r ewr i t t en  t o  so lve  f o r  K, 
21 
Now i f  t h e  motor is dr iven  by an e x t e r n a l  source a t  
constant  speed, . t h e  induced emf can be observed a t  t h e  
open-circuited winding terminals .  Since t h e  te rminals  a r e  
open, no vol tage w i l l  be dropped ac ross  t h e  winding 
inductance o r  r e s i s t a n c e  and t h e  amplitude of t h e  induced 
emf can be measured d i r e c t l y  and plugged i n  equat ion (36) 
along with t h e  speed i n  r ad ians  per  second t o  so lve  f o r  K . 
m 
I t  should be noted t h a t ,  al though t h e  model assumes 
s inusoida l  waveforms, t h i s  i s  no t  s t r i c t l y  the case  with  
t he  ac tua l  motor. The fundamental s inuso id  is,  however, 
e a s i l y  i d e n t i f i a b l e  using t h i s  procedure. 
The torque . cons tan t  was der ived i n  t h e  l a s t  chapter  
and can be measured simply by applying a  cons tan t  known 
current  through a  winding and measuring t h e  peak holding 
torque generated by s a i d  cu r r en t  v i a  a  torque  m e t e r .  This 
II peak is shown by equation ( 2 9 )  t o  occur - r ad ians  away 
2N- Y from the  s t a t i c  pos i t i on  occupied when a  wlnding is  
energized. The torqye cons tan t  is  then given by 
Kt = 'peak 1 .  
IV. THE SIMULATION PROGRAM 
The program implementing the math model was 
developed on an APPLE I1 personal computer and was 
in APPLESOFT; a version of BASIC. The operation of 
written 
the 
a*.-: 1 , *>. Tc.; 
L+ 21 - 
program can best be understood by using the programing 
,'& r3:A. 
.I b 
$ 8  . T d .  y , -  , 
& +t 
logic diagram of figure 6. A programing logic diagram is 
$14: . .I 
broken down into more 
followed from left to 
and more detail 
right while the 
as the diagram is 
program sequences 
Y ' j ' .  $.&?I ' 
y',? t :  ? 
j:T,,d" from top to bottom. Iteration is indicated by an oval with 
&: h;, ' ;' A  ' 
3 >&.: the loop name inside and the iteration condition outside. 
'p ; 
I14f7.. g* (1 In the INITIALIZATION block, most of the program 
- - 
variables are initialized and the parameters pertaining to 
the motor and load are presented. Changes to these 
.- 4 
parameters can also be made at this time. 
The GET PROGRAM CONTROLS block is used primarily to 
?":;-'a 
set up the step times for the motor. Selections are made 
7 4  
,{gy7 
5 ,$"'. -%. , for acceleration step times, deceleration step times, and 
"f$- j;, $ ;:ir 
7s.: 1 
3% ., constant speed step times. The acceleration step times are 
,+&$ ' ;$: , ,-I 
$'- 
r,;-F 'L- 
the initial steps the motor takes and typically involve two 
p! ' 
L -, 
to four steps of successively decreasing times. The 
deceleration steps are the final steps of the motor and the 
( M A I N  PROGRAM 1 
AND LOAD PARAMETERS 
I I I N I T I A L I Z A T I O N  r 
B U I L D  S T E P  T I M E  I 
1 I \  
- 
GET PROGRAM ARRAYS I CONTROLS I \ 
. ISTORE S I M U L A T I O N  
DATA 
D I M E N S I O N  & I N I T I A L I Z E  
PROGRAMS ARRAYS . 
S I F T  OUTPUT I 
L 




;-8 ' step times increase with each step. Acceleration and ?,- . 9: - 
2 '  
.Tk...- - -  deceleration step-s- a r e  used for i n e r t i a l  loads which the 
'V-- lb  
'+,-. motor -cannot accelerate by s ta r t ing  a t  a constant step g: 
+A - 
*-" ' 
!%+ - frequency. The program allows specification of any $-L, . 
.8-. 
-)T:J. 




p4. . speed steps including zero steps. 
?tq: 
*> - 
,.$.: : The SIMULATION block is  where the actual motor 
-2)s giL , simulation takes place and consists of i n i t i a l i z ing  various 
f%h i 
A> '. 
. $<-., , integration parameters and an integration loop. A t  the g *-A;- - .
? n,., 
r - -  beginning of the loop i s  the PHASE SWITCHING block. I n  t h i s  
.,r*. $$.; - 
.*$=c .< ? 
y block, decisions are made as t o  when the winding voltages 
< _I 8 ,  
:@!,- 
ijyp : should be changed and which windings should have voltage '2,  
7-. I - 
-? 81-2 
g,::- applied. This part icular program implements the two phase 
,!$ *,y I 
-7% i -  ' ; , on switching scheme, but any switching could be used by 
, '  , , , 
' 
changing the logic of t h i s  block. The INTEGRATE block is  a 
Runge-Kutta-Merson fourth order variable step integration 
< 2' 
%d -I--' 
:$: algorithm converted from a FORTRAN version (Korn and Wait q$ T L  
@ .  1978).  Simpler constant step integration algorithms where 
. Fq;; ,- 
-ki'+ " 
$jF t r ied ,  but it was found tha t  the variable step algorithm 
-,f::,, ' 
n3%'k.; ;t i 1 tp&b . jg+*+ , wais mre eff ic ient  since the model i s  well behaved between 
" '$,. 8 ' 
switching times but becomes osci l la tory around the 
** ,- 3 !>, 
-3% g;;:; - 
t 
,- - L  t 
#EL .‘ 2 
switching times. The variable step algorithm allowed for 





large steps and hence rapid integration over a significant 
.. . . 
portion of the simulation. The d i f fe ren t ia l  equations are 
numerically implemented in  the DIFFEQ block. The 
integration algorithm c a l l s  the DIFFEQ subroutine f ive 
\ 
times for every integration step to get estimates of the 
system which it then uses in the solution for that 
_ _  - -- 
integration step and in an error estimation. The SIFT 
OUTPUT block monitors the integration steps and "sifts" out 
a smaller number of points to be stored for subsequent 
evaluation. 
At this point it should be noted that a significant 
amount of time was spent on the development of utility 
programs to support the simulation program. Principal among 
these was a general purpose plotting routine utilizing the 
\ 
high resolution graphics capability of the APPLE. Other 
utilities were developed to allow for efficient storage and 
retrieval of the simulation data. These utilities are, of 
course, machine dependent but contain good concepts which 
may be usable in other personal computers. The simulation 
, program listing appears in appendix A, while the utility 
program listings are given in appendix B. 
Vm VALIDATION THE 
In order to validate the model, a typical step motor 
k-< + - 
r, - $.-s"- ik": - ',, 2r- ' was selected for testing against the model. The step motor 
+<JJ 
, .,L< &- Y' ' 
;*j; : 
t>.--+_' 
selected was a A I R P A X / N O ~ ~ ~  American Phillips Controls 
-4 
rr- - . , 
. ,, q;: 
vv:, -e- y . model K82924-M1. A copy of the data sheet on this motor is 
given in appendix C .  , 9at:.;2!:i:+...,-; C+ce.,c- .  ,..,  .( .nu ..*A '1 
. . , 4; 79 
rating) to'a winding. The current in the winding was 
monitored 
Tektronix 
with a Tektronix model P6302 Current Probe, 
AM503 Current Probe Amplifier and a Tektronix 
,!ei~+& ?+ - 
: , - 
&;;+!-?. , ' 
4.2;. , model 7834 storage oscilliscope. The test fixture used for ;<7-;: - 
E,.,-;;L ,,; - @',. - p".; ,. making this measurement appears in photo 1 and a typical 
i: <,; 
- , ,  - 
current waveform is shown in photo 2. The inductance was 
calculated to be 25 millihenries from this measurement. The 
resistance of the winding was given as 3.6 ohms in the data 
J I < -  + + -* 
sheet and this was verified by the measurement. -p-4r, -1 .,+4i= , L , ,-$:*.$,: ; r  - 
z";<.. 
: . .,.. 
JF ,,4, + - J ~ A ' ~ J '  r -  The holding torque was given in the motor 
; c ~ ~ ~ ; ; ~ t ~ ~ - r $ o *  
, 2 .-r- 
specifications for two phases on. This value was multiplied 
by -707 to get the one phase on value of 25.45 oz. -in.. 
(With two phases on the rotor assumes a position halfway 
between the stator poles- and hence each winding only exerts 
70% torque). The calculated value was then verified using a 
dm. - * , 
r,?,: ..: - . I .  
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. Photo 2. WINDINGCURRENT WAVEFORM 

torque meter and the t e s t  f ixture shown i n  photo 3. The 
torque constant was -...- calculated t o  be 18.33 oz.-in./amps 
using . this  value. 
The back-emf coefficient , K, was found by driving 
the motor externally with a DC servo motor. A constant 
speed of 100 RPM was s e t  using a General Radio model 1538-A 
strobe tachometer and the voltage amplitude was measured 
with a Tektronix model 7834 oscilliscope. The back-emf 
coefficient was then calculated t o  be 0.01751 volts/radian. 
Several simulations were then run t o  debug the 
program and t o  improve user interaction. I n i t i a l  plots of - 
the motor performance looked t o  be indicative of typical 
step motor operation, so ef for ts  where made t o  design a 
t e s t  fixture t o  quantitatively measure the motor 
performance. A significant amount of time and e f fo r t  was 
spent in  t h i s  endeavor, but the resul t  was an analysis tool 
which is probably as useful as the simulation program i n  
designing a step motor drive system. This t e s t  f ixture 
includes a Litton model 729B1600-312-5-1 optical shaft 
encoder mounted t o  the rear of a modified motor, a  c i rcu i t  
card designed and constructed for the APPLE peripheral bus, 
and a f r ic t ional  loading "brake" used t o  apply a given load 
t o  the motor. In typical drive systems u t i l iz ing  these ' 
motors, the iner t ia  of the load is negligible compared t o  
the rotor iner t ia .  For these measurements the rotor iner t ia  
alone as given i n  the data sheet was used along with the 
applied frictional load. The circuit card consists of power 
drive transistors, a PROM state machine for decoding the 
_ _  - - 
quadrature outputs of the encoder into step and direction 
signals, and a Synertek 6522 VIA (Versital Interface 
~dapter) chip which includes two general purpose peripheral 
I/O ports and a timer circuit. An APPLESOFT main program 
was written which sets up parameters and then calls an 
Assembly language subroutine which actually steps the motor 
with the specified times and logs rotor position versus 
time. The APPLESOFT main program then uses a central 
difference equation to approximate the rotor velocity and 
rotor acceleration. Photos 4 and 5 show the test fixture 
just described. Full program listings and the circuit 
diagram appear in appendix D o  
Plots generated by the APPLE using data from the 
model and from the test fixture are shown in figure 7. A 
change in the winding inductance value was made from 25 
millihenries to 12 millihenries to make a better match 
between the model and the actual motor performance. 
I .  
Observing these plots, extremely close correlation can be 
seen between the model and the actual motor. A certain 
amount of the error that does appear in the velocity curves 
can be attributed to the derivative approximation, and some 
error can be attributed to mechanical variation of the load 
through the steps. Some modeling error does exists, 
however, even though the effect on the predicted rotor 
I,' 
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Figure  7. Motor Performance P l o t s  
(a) Actual  
(b] Simulation Pred ic t ion  
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position appears to be negligible. The plots definitely 
show that the model is more than accurate enough for most 
-- - 
design work, especially given the normal recommendation 
from the motor manufacturers that the motors be used at 40% 
of the torque capacity. In fact, the model should allow 
designers to utilize much more of the torque capabilities, 
since trends can be observed and performance of a 
particular motor-load combination can be better understood 
through the model. 
___--  - 
- 
VI. CONCLUSION 
A math model for a permanent magnet rotor step motor 
was presented which was based on simplifying assumptions of 
a linear magnetic circuit and no saturation or eddy current 
effects. The model was derived for the bifilar wound case, 
since it was the more general. A program was then 
implemented on a APPLE personal computer which numerically 
simulated the math model. A real motor was selected and 
tested against the program via a special test fixture 
utilizing a optical 'shaft encoder, a specially designed 
circuit card, and programs for an APPLE personal computer. 
Comparisons between the motor and the simulation 
\ 
are not easily reducible to a single figure of merit, nor 
does that necessarily convey much information about the 
model or its usefulness for design. The plots given in 
figure 7, however, contain much information and very 
graphically indicated the usefulness of the simulation 
model, especially given the standard practice of derating 
,torque capabilities of these motors by 40% or more in 
practical design work. 
APPENDIX A 
SIMULATION PROGRAM LISTING 
90 HOME 
100 p m m  ~ * + * * * - * . * * ~ * * * * t t * e t * * t * t t t * t + + t t ~ + e + e + + * ~  
110 PRINT '+ +" 
120 PRINT *+ +- 
130 PRINT *+ PERMANENT MAGNET +a 
140 PRINT ** STEP MOTOR +a 
150 PRINT *+ SIMULATIOIIJ +* 
160 PRINT '+ +a 
170 PRINT *+ fAsT U P W E z  08/82/62 +a 
180 PRINT '+ en 
190 PRZMT ** WILLIAM Ha m S  JR. t* 
200 PRINT *+ +a 
216 pmm ~ * + * * * + ~ * t t + + + * + t t + r * t t t ~ r * * ~ ~ t t ~ ~ ~ r t ~ ~ t ~ + ~ ~  
220 POR I = 1 600: lOEXT I 
230 REM GO TO MAIP PROGI1AM + 
240 OOTO 10000 
900 REM SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
910 REH 6 DIFPEO GUBROUTIbTE S 
920 REM SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS6SS 
1000 PRINT "DIPFEQ SUBROUTIm" 
1805 REM GET VARIABLES * 
1010 AA - Y(0)sAB - Y(1) 
1020 OHEGA = Y(2):THETA = Y(3) 
1025 REM L?GT OMEGA + 
1030 00 - YO(2) 
1040 REM SINE ARGUHEDIT + 
1050 NT - 1P THETA 
la60 REM + PLUX LINKAGE + 
1070 IIEM l DERIVATIVES 
1080 D A r  (VA - VC) 80 + RA l ( - AA + Kn + aOs (m)) + L1 
1090 DB - (VB - VD) 60 + RB ( - AB + KM + 611 (blT)) + L1 
1100 DC - - DAIDD - - DB 
1110 REM PHASE CURRENTS 
1120 m + LJEG* CURRENT NOT + 
1130 REM ALLOWED BUT CLAMP 
1140 LUeM DIODE ALLOWS CURRENT* 
1150 REM + IY) m w  lmm v-0 + 
1160 IA - ((VA - DA) a 0) + (VA - DA) / IU 
1170 IB - ((VB - DB) a 0) (VB - DB) / RB 
1180 IC ((VC - DC) s 0) (VC - DC) / RC 
1190 XD - ((VD - DD) s 8 )  (VD - AD) / RD 
1220 REM DEVEWPED TORQUE * 
1230 TA - - KT IA 61s (UT) 
1240 TB = KT IB C06 (BIT) 
1250 TC = RT + IC l 61bl (BIT) 
1260 TD= - ICT * ID 00s (BIT) 
1265 PRINT *TA~"~TA,*TB-"tTB 
1266 PRINT *TC="tTC#m~"tTD 
1270 = TA + TB + TC + TD 
1275 PRINT "DEVELOPED TORWE - "1lT 
1288 REM l FRICTIONAL TORQUE 
1300 IF ABS (OMEGA) EM THEN FTI = 1 
1305 IF )riOT PTI THEbl GOTO 1330 
1318 IF mum ( ABS (TT) a P) THEN TT = 0:  OOTO 1360 
1315 PTI  - 6s IF OMEGA < * 0 THEM OOTO 1330 
1320 IF TT * 8 TT = TT - F: WTO 1360 
1325 lT - TT + P: WTO 1360 
1330 IF OHEOZL s 0 TT TT - F: OOTO 1360 
1340 TT - TT + F 
1350 REM X&AD DERIVATIVES 
1360 AL = TT 31 - BJ OMEGA 
1370 W = UsDP - OWEGA 
1375 PRINT ".mRQUE IZSS PRICTIa *t- 
1380 Ren RETURN DERIVATIVE 
1390 ReEl BQUATIOM8 TO INTEG 
1400 G(0) - DAsO(1) - DBtG(2) - W:0(3) DP 
1405 PRINT "~='tDA#"DB="rDB 
1406 PRINT "W-'~DV#mDPm~DP 
1410 RETURN 
1900 REM SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
1918 REMS INTEG-~UBRO@~INE 6 
1920 REM S RUNGE-KUTTA-MERSON 6 
1930 REM S VARIABLE STEP FORTH S 
19M REM S ORDER INTEGRATIm S , 
1950 S RULE- S 
3.960 lW4 SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
2000 REM SAVE IUITIAL VALUES 
2005 PRIblT "IBTTEG 6UBR0UTIMEm 
2010 ODR I - B TO UtYO(1) = Y(1): !ilEXT 
2020 REM IF WTPUT TIME OR 
2830 REM SWITCII TIME OCCURS 
2040 REM WITIN NEXT DT 
2050 REM TBEN DO Abl INTERMED-• 
2060 LIEM U TE INTEGRATION AT 
2070 REM =T TI- • 
2080 T1 = OT - TtT2 = SU - TtFOI - 0 
2090 IF ((91 a M') AblD (T1 * 8)) OR ((T2 a DT) AblD (T2 0 ) )  THEN FOI - lrDl = 
OTtDT = T1 (T1 - T2) + T2 (T2 T1) 
2180 S2 - 60 DTtS3 = Sl DTtTI - T 
2110 REM 8SS 
2120 REM A RWGE-KUTTA IHTEG. S 
2130 REM AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 6SS 
2140 REM GET G(Y#T) 
2150 GOSUB 1000 
2160 REM Rl-l/3*W 
2170 REM * Y=Y+1/3*~1 * 
2180 POR I = 0 TO IIItRl(1) = G(1) S3:Y(I) = Rl(1) + YO(1)r blEXT 
2190 REM *IrlY1/3*~~ a 
2200 T = TI + 63 
2210 REM GET G(Y+~/~K~#T+X/~DT 
2220 REM rO(Y+Kl,T+m) 
2230 REM SINCE WE APPROXIB4hTE* 
2240 REM THE DERIV. BY A LINE* 
2250 WSUB 1000 
2260 REM R2=1/3K2 
2270 REM Y-Y+1/6K1+1/6K2 
2280 FOR I = 0 TO IIIaRZ(1) = G(1) S3rY(I) - S8 (Rl(1) + RZ(1)) + YO(1): NEXT 
190 REM GET G(~+1/6K1+1/6KZ#* 
100 REM T+1/3DT) 
110 GOSUB 1000 
i20 REM R3-3/W3 
138 REM Y-Y+1/8~1+3/8~3 
140 FOR I = 0 TO I:R3(1) - 84 G(1) S3rY(I) - S5 Rl(1) + 86 R3(1) + YO( 
rlrTEXT 
150 REM T-T+1/20T 
160 T = TI + 62 
170 REM GET 0(~+1/8Kl+3/8~3#* 
I80 REM T+~/~DT) 
I90 GOSUB 1000 
100 REM R&4/3~4 
110 REM Y=Y+1/2~1+3/2~3+2~4 
I20 FOR I T 8 TO IrR4(1) - 4 G(1) 63tY(I) - S7 (Rl(1) + ~4(1)) - ~3(1) + 
!O(I): HEXT 
I30 RE! T-T+DT 
W T - T I  +DT 
0 REM GET 0(~+1/2K1-3/2K3 
160 REM +~K~,T+IYI) 
I70 GOSUB 1080 
180 REM . RE1/3~5 
190 REM Y-~+1/6Kl+2/3~4+1/6~5 
;00 FOR I = 0 TO NtRS(1) - G(1) 83rY(I) = 60 (Rl(1) + R4(1) + =(I)) + YO( 
tbmcT 
PRYST aY~a~Y(0)#Y(l)#Y(2)#f(3) 
il0 REM IF THIS CALCULATIW 
i20 RZM WAS FOR M OUTPUT OR* 
i30 Rtn SWITCH POIbPT TCftbt 
i48 REM SRIP ERROR CHECKS 
i50 IF POI TfiBN DT = Dl 1 OOTO 2840 
2560 REM AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 8SS 
2570 REM A ERROR CHECKS AND 6 
2580 REM A STEP ADJUSTMEMT - _ 6 
2590 REM AAAAAAAAAAAAAANUUA 868 
2600 REM SUM UP THE TOTAL 
2610 REM ERROR FOR TEE STEP 
2620 FOR I 0 TO I:TE(I) S8 (Rl(1) - R3(1) + R4(1) - S0 + RS(1)): blEXT 
2630 BEM RELATIVE ERROR CBECK* 
2640 YM ABS (TE(6)) / ( ABS (Y(0)) + ABS (YO(@) - Y(0)) + 1) 
2650 MIR I 1 TO NtRE ABS (TE(1)) / ( A86 (Y(1))  + ABS (Yo(I) - Y(1)) + 1) 
i0 I P R E ~ Y M ~ Y H - R E  
'0 NEXT 
'5 PRINT "MAX ERROR-";YM 
.0 REM HALVE DT IF m>DMIN 
!0 REM AM) ERROR>EMAX 
10 IF MOT (DT > DN AM) YM % EM) THEB GOT0 2830 
i0 T - T1:DT = S2:FDI - 0: PRINT *m HALVED, lJEW DT = ";DT 
U HIR I = 0 TO NaY(1) = YO(I!: HEXT, 
10 REM QfECK bK). OF TRIALS 
10 IF G LIbl AHD YM EM THEN TR = TR + I: IF TR > = IMTHEU PRINT *MAXm f 
ERATION TRIALS EXCEEDEDmr STOP 
B0 GOTO 2000 
10 REM DOUBLE IIT IF DTG- 
.0 REM AND (ERRORGEMIN OR 
10 REM (DOUBLE PLAG SET MID* 
12 REM (EMIN<ERRORGPIAX))) ie ~ ~ n ~ m w ~ ( r n ~ m o ~ ~ m I ~ ~ m ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ r n ~ m c ~ ~ ~ r e m r ~ ~ = ~ +  
FDI = 1: PRIblT "DT DOUBLED# blEW DT - "tDT 
i0 TR - P 
10 RETURbt 
10 REM BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
.0 REM B GET 130TOR C W A D  PARAMETERS B 
:0 REM BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
10 Rm 
10 REM OPEbl DISK PILE 'AND READ IN DEFAULT PARMETERS. 
10 PRINT D$;*OPEN MOTOR c LOAD PARAMETERS* 
10 PRINT D$tmREAD MOTOR & WAD PARAMETERS" 
'0 INPUT R l a  INPUT Dl: INPUT V1 
10 INPUT LB: INPUT 103: INPUT ItT 
10 INPUT St flPUT B: IbtPUT F 
10 INPUT lllP 
.0 PRINT D$; " m S E  MOTOR & UlAD PARAMETERS" 
I0 REEl 
10 REM DISPLAY WOTOR & WAD PARAMETERS 
10 mME 
10 PRIblT *WI#DING RESISTANCE = " t R 1  
10 PRXblT 'CLAMP DIODE DYNAMIC RESISTANCE - ";Dl , 
0 PRINT "WINDING APPLIED VOLTYE - ";Vl 
I0 PRINT *WINDING IblDUCTMCE - tL0 
10 PRSblT "BACK EMP C O E F P I C I ~  - mtKH 
10 PRIBTT "TORQUE CONSTAb7T = ;KT 
,0 PRIBTT INERTIA - ";J 
10 PRINT "IOAD DAMPING - ";B 
10 PRINT "IUIAD FRICTION = "SF 
15 .PRINT *W1MBER OF MQTOR POLE PNRS - *tlUP 
10 PRIblT a PRfbtT 
i0 PRINT "PRESS U IY) UPDATE PARAMETERS OR ANY OTHER KEY COmfSIJEm* 
10 OeT A$t PRIbTT r IF A$ % "U" OOTO 3570 
'0 REM 
10 REM UPDATE =OR & WAD PARAMETBRS 
10 VTAB 13 . 
3300 PRINT "PRESG RETURN TO RETAIN DISPLAYED VALUE OR KEY IN A MEW VALUEmW$r PR 
IB7T a PRINT 
3310 VTAB 1 
3320 INPUT "WINDING RESISTANCE - ";A$ 
3330 IF A$ * s THEW R1 - VAL (A$) 
3340 INPUT "CLWP_DIODE DYNAMIC RESISTANCE - ";A$ 
3350 IF # c- 7- " THEN Dl = VAL (A$) 
3360 INPUT "WINDING APPLIED VOLTAGE - ";A$ 
3370 IF A$ e s "' THEN V1 - VAL (A$) 
3380 INPUT "WINDING INDUCTMCE - ";A$ 
3390 IF A$ 4 s *" THEN tO = VAL (A$) 
3400 INPUT "BACK EHF COEFFICIEblT = ";A$ 
3410 IF A$ < "a TkE3l KM - VAL (As) 
3420 UPUT "lDRQUE CONSTANT = ";As 
3430 IF A$ 4 3 *' THEN KT - VAL (-1 
3440 IDIPUT "=AD INERTIA - ";A$ 
3450 IF A$ 4 "* THEN J VAL (-1 
3455 INPUT "LX)AD DAMPING - "3- 
3460 IP A$ s "* THEN B - VAL ( A $ )  
3470 INPUT "fLZAD FRICTION - " ;A$  
3480 IP A$ s *" THEbt F - VAL (-1 
3482 LblPUT "WMBER OP MOTOR POLE PAIRS '$A$ 
3484 IF A$ e s *' THEE4 bfP - VAL ( A $ )  
3490 REM 
3500 REM SAVE MOTOR & UlAD PARAMETERS 
3510 PRINT D$;"OPEDl MOTOR & =AD PARAMETERG" 
3520 PRINT D$;"WRfTE MOTOR & IDAD PARAMETERS" 
3530 PRINT Rl : PRIBT Dl r PRINT V1 
3548 PRINT La: PRINT KIM: PRIBIT KT 
3550 PRINT J: PRINT B: Pm#T P t  PRINT IQP 
3555 PRINT D$;~CU)SE MOTOR r =AD PARAMETERS* 
3560 REM 
3570 REM CALCULATE COEPFSm FOR SIHULATIOH* 
3580 REM WINDING OFF RESISTANCE R1 + Dl* 
3590 R2 - R1 + Dl 
3600 L1- 1 / (2 IB) 
3618 W - B / J 
3620 J1 - 1 / J 
3630 RETURH 
4000 REH BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
4610 REM B INIT ARRAY6 8 
4020 REM BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
4B30 REM SYSTEM ORDER - 4 
4 8 4 8 P - 3  
4042 REM CLEAN UP MEMORY 
4044 I - Fl?E ( 0 )  
4050 ReM IblTEG PRESEMT VALUE 
4060 DIM Y(I) 
4070 REM INTEG OLD VALUE 8 
4080 DIM YO(bt) 
4090 REM RUblGE KUTTA COEPFSm 
4100 DIM R~(H)~RZ(N)~R~(N)~R~(I)~RS(N) 
4110 REM IAITEG DERIVATIVE 
4120 REM EQUATIONS * 
4130 DIM @(I) 
4140 REM INTEG ERROR 
4150 DIM TE(U) 
4160 REM S I ~ T I O b l  DATA 
4178 Drn s~(e,igs) 
4180 BEH SWITCH TIME TABLE 
. 4190 DIM ST(29) 
4200 REM DESCRIPTIVE XAMES 
4210 REM POR 6 I W T f m  8 
4220 REM VARIABLES 8 
4230 DIM A$(8) 
4240 A$(B) - "PHASE A ctlRRmW 
4250 A$(l) - "PliWE B CURREWl"' 
4260 W(2) = "PHASE C CURREbll"' 
4270 A$(3). - "PHASE D CURRBWl"' 
4280 A$ (4) - "DEVELOPED mRWE" 
4290 A$ 5 - "ROTOR ACCELERATIOIII" 
43B0 A$[6{ m "ROTOR VEWCZTY" 
4310 W ( 7 )  - .ROTOR msf~~Obt* 
4320 W(8) - "TIHE" 
4330 RETURbl 
5000 REM BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
5010 REM B GET PROGRAM CONTROLS B 
5020 REM BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
5030 REM 
5035 REM BUILD STEP TIME ARRAY 
5040 PRINT D$;"OPEN STEP TIMES" 
5050 PRINT DS ; "READ -6TSP-TIMES 
5055 REM GET # ACCEL* STEPS, CONSTANT SPEED STEPS AND DECEL* STEPS. 
<z6060 INPUT AS%: INPUT CS8: INPUT DS0 
I n  dd.";3~i~70 REM 
%.,?-b080 REM READ IN THE ARRAY ELEMENTS 
5090 POR I - 0 TO A68 + Cs8 + DS8 - 1: IblPUT ST(1): lJEXT 
5140 PRINT D$;'CLOSE STEP TIMES" 
5150 ReM 
5160 REM INIT UPDATE FLAG 
5170 390 = 0 
5200 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
5210 REM C DISPLAY CHOICES C 
5220 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
5230 =ME 
5240 PRINT "ACCELERATION"; TAB( 20);"DECELERATf0N* 
5250 PRINT " STEPS"; TAB( 24);"6TEPSm 
5255 PRINT "(MILLISECONDS)*; TAB( 20);"(MILLESECOHDS)" 
5260 POR I = 8 TO ((AS% a - DS%) A68 + (AS% < IS%) ~ 6 % )  
5270 IF I - AS% GOTO 5300 
5280 PRINT 1tm.)";~(I) 1E3; 
5300 IF I > = DS8 THEN PRINT : GOTO 5320 
5310 PRINT TAB( 20)~I + AS% + CS%t".)"tST(I + AS8 + CS8) 1E3 
5320 NE%T I 
5322 PRINT : PRINT Cs8;" "tST(AS8) 1E3;" MILLISECOND CONSTANT SPEED STEPS." 
5330 PRINT : PRINT "CHOICES: * ' 
5340 PRINT "*ENTER THE NUMBER OF A STEP YOU WISH TO CHANGE*" 
5350 PRINT "*ENTER A TO ADD A 6TEPe" 
3 PIUblT "*ENTER D TO DELETE A STEP*" 
5370 PRINT " * m E R  C TO UPDATE THE CONSTANT SPEED STEPS*" 
5380 PRINT "*ENTER E TO EXIT*" 
5390 PRINT "PRESS RETUm WITH NO OTHER INPUT TO BEGIN SIMULATION*" 
5400 INPUT A$ 
5410 IF A$ = *" GOTO 6200 
5420 IP A$ - "Em OOTO 6100 
5430 IF A$ 8 8  "C" OOTO 5900 
5440 IF A$ = "Dm OOTO 5750 
5450 IF A$ = *A" OOTO 5600 
5500 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOCCC 
5510 REM C CHANGE A BTEP C 
5520 REH CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
5530 I - VAL (A$ )  
5540 IF (1 < 0 )  OR ((1 > = AS@) AM) (I AS8 + C68)) OR (I - AS% + CS0 + DS 
8 )  ooTo 5200 
5550 INPUT **ENTER THE blEW 6TEP TIME IN MILLISEmDS. "tST(1) 
5560 =(I) = ST(1) / lE3 
5570 P9% - 18 OOTO 5200 
5600 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
5610 IIEH C ADD A STEP C 
5620 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
5630 PRINT "**ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE STEP THAT WILL OCCUR JUST AFTER THE INSER 
TED om-" 
5648 IUPUT I8  
i60 ?OR I =As8 + C68 + DS1 TO I8 + 18TEP - ltST(1) =(I - 1): bfEXT 
i70 QtPUT "**EWTER TEIE NEW STEP TI= IS MILLISECOIIIDS* ";ST(I%) bee eT(r8) = 8~(18) / 1 ~ 3  
i90 IF I$ < = A68 TIIEPJ AS8 = AS8 + 1: OOTO 5710 
'00 = D61 + 1 
'10 F9% = 1: OOTO 5200 ' 
'50 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
'60 REM C DELETE A STEP C 
'70 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
'80 PRINT "**EblTER THE NUMBER OF THE STEP TO BE DELETED-" 
'90 flllPUT I8 
I00 IF (I8 < 6) Oa ((I8 s = AS$) A8lD (I8 < AS8 + C6%))  OR (18 -8 + 
D S U )  OOTO 5200 
110 IrDR I = I8 TO AS%+ Cs8 + DS8 - 2:ST(I) - =(I+ 1): 
120 IF I8 < AS$ 2BEN AS8 = AS1 - 1: GOT0 5840 
138 061 = DS8 - 1 
140 ?9% = 1: OOTO 5280 
5900 REn CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
5910 REM C UPDATE WNST* SPD STEPS C 
5920 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
5930 PRINT "**ENTER THE NUMBER OF CONSTANT SPEED STEPS DESIRED. 
5940 mPUT 18 
5950 XP X I  4 CSI THEN -' 6020 
5960 IF 18 * CSI THEN GOT0 6040 
5970 I F  CSI = 0 =EN GOTO 6010 
5980 IlJPUT "**PJTER THE NEW STEP Tim I l  MIIJIISECONDSm ";ST(ASI) 
5990 ST(AS8) = -(AS%) / 1E3 
6000 POR X - AS% ASI + CSI - l :ST(I)  - ST(AS8): biEXT 
6010 P9 I  = 1: GOTO 5200 
6020 POR I - A S 8  + I8 - 1 I Y ) A S I  + 18 + DSI - l r S T ( 1 )  = S T ( I  + CS8 - 18):  NEXT 
6030 CSI = 18: GOTO 5970 
6040 POR I - A S 8  + II + DSQ - 1 T O  AS% + 1% - 1 STEP - l t S T ( 1 )  = ST(1 + CSO - 
I S )  : mxr 
6050 CSI = X I :  GOTO 5970 
6100 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
6110 REM C EXIT C 
6120 REH CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
6130 LIEM 
6135 REM I F  P98 SET THEN UPDATE STEP TIMES FILE 
6140 I F  P 9 I  THEN OOSUB 6300 
6150 PRINT D$:"RUIEI HELLO" 
6200 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
6210 REM C RETURN C 
6220 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
6230 REM 
6235 REn I F  POI SET THEM UPDATE STEP TIMES FILE 
6240 I F  P 9 I  THEX GOSUB 6380 
6242 REM 
6244 REM ADD UP ALL THE STEP TIHES TO GET THE TOTAL INTEGRATION TIME* 
6246 TF - 8: PDR I - O T O  AS8 + CSI .+  DSI - l r T F  = TF + ST(1): HE%T 
6250 REM 
6260 REM WIW ADD UP THE STEPS* 
6270 PS = AS8 + CSI + 06% 
6280 RETURbl 
6300 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
6310 REM C UPDATE STEP TIMES PILE C 
6320 REH CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
6330 PRINT D$tmOPEN STEP TIMES" 
6340 PRINT D$tmDELETE STEP TIMES" 
6350 PRINT D$tmOPEN STEP TIMES" 
6360 PRINT D$;"WRITE STEP TIMES" 
6370 PRINT MI: PRINT CStt  PRINT DSI 
6380 FOR I - 8 TO AS% + CSI + DSI - 1 
6390 PRINT ST(1): BIEXT I 
6400 PRIMT D$rWCLOSE STEP TIMES" 
6418 RETURN 
100 REM BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
Dl0 REM B U I T I U I Z A T I O N  OF B 
120 REM B INTEGRATO~ROUTIbfE B 
130 REM B PARAMETERS & SIM- B 
140 REM B ULATION VARIABLES B 
bS0 REM BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
b60 REM OUTPUT SIFTING 8 
if0 REM INTERVAL + 
980 DO = TF / 196 
990 REM INITIAL INTEG STEP 
100 REM S I Z E  8 
110 DT = 1 E  - 5: I F  DT B DO THEN DT = 00 
120 ItEM HMC INTEG STEP S I Z E  
130 D M =  1 E  - It I F  DM , DO THEN DM = -5 DO 
.40 REM MIN INTEG STEP S I Z E  
.50 DBT = DM 1 E  - 5 
.60 REM 13AX mLERABIS INTBG 
- 7 0  REM ERROR 
.80 EM = 1 E  - 3 
. 9 ~  REM + n ~ b t  f b f ~ ~ ~  ERROR + 
!00 EN = 1 E  - 5 
110 REM SET lblTEG STEP + 
!20 REM DOUBLING FLAG 
130 PDQ - 1 
!40 REM VARIOUS IMTEG 8 
I50 REM COblSTANTS + 
160 88 = e5 
'70 61 = e333333333 
180 64 1 4 . 5  
190 65 ,375 
100 66 = a25 
110 67 = l e 5  
28 S8 e 2  
30 REH INTEG TRIALS + 
40 BEM REDUCE ERROR + 
5 0 T F t - 0  
60 REM fbfiEG BWC TRIALS 
70 W = 10 
80 It= W E 6  A & B 8 
90 RA - R l t R .  = R l t V A  - V l t V B  = V1 
L00 IA = VA / RCItIB = VB / RB 
110 REM PHASES C & D OFT 
I20 RC = R2rR.D - R2:VC - 0:VD - 0 
I38 I C  - B r I D  - B 
8 
14@ 50 - I\EM * UJITUL DIFFERENCE6 
I60 11 = IA - f C t 1 2  - I B  - fD 
170 REM ROTOR POGITIOII M D  : 
180 REM + VELOCITY 
I90 P I  = 3.141592654:TIiETA PI / (4 1ITP):OHEGA = 0 t D P  r. 0 
i00 REM FLUX LIMUOES 
il0 A A -  L0 11 + lW 006 (bfP THETA) 
i20 AB - IB + I2 + KM S I N  (IYP THETA) 
i30 AC = - M t A D  r - AB 
i40 REM .UP UPEG IBITZAL: 
i50 REM CObtDITXOlrl6 
i60 Y ( 0 )  - M t Y ( 1 )  = AB 
i70 Y ( 2 )  - OMEGAtY(3) = TkIETA 
180 RE&9 16T SUIT- TIME 8 
198 sW = 
100 REM + 1BT STEP 
110 6 - 0 
120 REM 1ST OUTPUT AT T B 
130 QT = 0 t O P . r  8 
7640 REM BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
7650 REMBINTEGRAT~~LOOP B 
7660 REM BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
.7670 T - 0 
7680 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC~ 
7690 REM C PfUSE SWITCHING C 
7780 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCc 
7710 IF T a 6U 7900 
7720 SW = T + ST(8) 
7730 6 - 8 + I t  IF 6 > 36 TffEbl GOTO 8260 
7740 PRIblT 'PHAGES WIfCfIED# bTeXT SWITCH TIME = ' ;SU 
7750 OLEM IF PHASES A 61 B OlEl 
7760 REM TI~ENAOPFI C a  
7770 IF VA > 0 ABD M % 0 :A= 0:RA = R2tVC = VlrRC - Rlt OOTO 7990 
7780 REM IF PIfASES B L C OH 
7798 REM TBEN B OFPI D 
7880 IF VB S 0 AND VC % 0 Tf3- VB - BrRB - R2:VD - VlrRD - Rlt GOT0 7900 
7810 REM IF' PHASES C & D OH 
7828 REM THEN C OFF# A m 
7030 IF VC > 8 IWD VD % 0 THEN VC - 0:RC = R2rVA - V~:RA - Rl: GOTO '1905 
7840 BE!4 + IF PHASES D & A OH 
7850 REM THEN DOFF# B a  
7860 VD - BIRD = R2tVB - Vl tRB * R.l 
7870 RE&¶ c C C C C C C C C C C C C C ~ ~ C ~ ~  
7880 REM C INTEGRATE C 
7890 REM C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C ~ ~ ~  
7900 GOSUB 2000 
7910 M = Y(0)sAB - Y(1) 
7920 oMEGA - Y(2)sTHETA - Y(3) 
7930 PRINT mM-mtM#mAB='tAB 
7940 PmblT " O M E G A ~ * ~ O M E G A ~ ' ~ A - ' ~ ~ E T A  
- 
7950 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOCC 
7960 REBl C SIFT OUTPUT FOR C 
7970 REM C STORWE C 
7980 REM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
7990 IF T 8 THEbl OOTO 8230 
8000 REM STORE U 
8010 SD(0,OP) L1I 
8020 REM STORE XB 
8830 SD(1,OP) IB 
8040 REM STORE IC 
8050 SD(2,OP) - IC 
8060 REM STORE ID 
8870 SD(3,OP) - ID 
8080 ICEM * GTORE TORQUE 
8090 SD(4,OP) - TT 
8100 REM * STORE I\DTO]R ACCEL. + 
8110 6D(SoOP) - AL 
8120 R E M * S T O R E R O T O R V E L .  
8130 SD(6,OP) = -A 
8140 REM STORE RCYPOR #)6. 
8150 SD(7,OP) TffETA 
8160 REM STORE TI= 
8178 SD(8,OP) T 
8180 REn UPDATE OUTPUT TIME 
8190 WeM & PoIbtT 
8200 OT - T + DOSOP - OP + 1 
8210 REM EM) OF frOOP 
8220 PRINT 'FOlNTS STORED, NEXT STORE TIWE = t OT 
8230 IF T TF OOTO 7718 
8240 REM -ST BO. OP 
8250 REH C3UTPUT POlblTs 
8260 OP = OP - 1 
8270 RtTUEDY 
8500 RISM BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
8510 8EM B STORE SIMULATION DATA B 
8520 REM BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB 
8530 BEM -__ - 
8540 REM BUILD PLOT DESCRIPTOR FILE 
8550 PRINT D$;"OPEN PLOT DESCRIPTOR" 
8560 PRINT D$tmWRITE PLOT DESCRIPTDR" 
8578 PRINT 8: REM I OF VARIABLES 
esee PRINT 195: REM # OF POINTS ALLOWED 
8582 PRINT O p t  R E M  # OF POItWS USED 
8590 REM VARIABLE NAMES 
8608 POR I - 0 TO 8: PRINT A 6 ( 1 ) :  HEXT I 
8610 PRINT D$;"CfX)SE PLOT DESCRIPTOR" - 
8620 EItM 
8630 REM IBIITIALIZE MACHINE CODE ROUTINE TO SAVE THE SIMVLATfOlll DATA ARRAY As A 
BINARY FILE 
8648 PRINT D$;"BRUN BSAVE ARRAY" 
8658 RtM AND SAVE THE ARRAY 
8660 & SAVE 6D"PLOT DATA" 
8670 RETURN 
18080 REM m 
1~ala REM M WIN PROGRAM n 
10828 REM 
10830 REH 
10040 REM IN1 TIALIZATION 
19050 D$ = CHR$ (4) 1 REM CTRL-D 
10060 W S U B  3888: REM GET MOTOR C LOAD PARAMETERG. 
10070 GOSUB 4008: REM DIMENSION ARRAYS 
10880 REM 
10090 REM GET PROGRAM COWPROLS 
10100 GOSUB 5008 
10110 REM 
10120 REM RUN THE SIMULATIObl 
10130 GOSUB 7000 
10148 REM 
10150 REM STORE SIMUWTION DATA 
la160 W S U B  0580 
10170 REM 
lBl80 Rm RETUm TO DOS HEXU P G M  
lb190 PRSblT D$; "RUH ~" 
APPENDIX B 
PLOTTING AND.BINARY DISK STORAGE UTILITIES 
180 REM SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
110 REM 6 I l f T I A L I Z E  S 
120 REl4 SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
138 REM SET LOWEM ABOVE 
3 5  GRAPHICS 8 
1 ILmEnr 16384 
150 REn SAVE HIHEM 
160 5% - PEEK ( l l S ) : E E %  = PEEK ( 1 1 6 )  
170 RPlM =AD IiRCG8 ASCII*SET 
180 LlEM AND LMDSCAPEmSET 
190 =ERR OOTO 440 
280 TEXT : HOME : SiGR :AD= - 8 
218 PRIblT CHR$ (4);"BWAD RBOOT": CALL 520 
2 2 0  ADRS USR (B)r"HRCGa 
230 #IKE 21688~ REM RESET WERR 
240 IF ADRS 0 THEN ADRS - ADRS + 65536 
250 C6 - J4DRS - 2 768: HIMEM: C6 
260 CC1 = IBlT (CS / 256):CL = C6 - CB 256 
2 7 8  #IKE ADRs + 7 8 C L t  POKE AD- + 88CB 
280 D$ = CfiR$ (4) : REM CTRL-D 
290 PRIblT D$taBUIAD A S C I 1 ~ 6 ~ 8 A " ~ C G  
300 PRINT D$taBLOAD LWDSCAPE.SET8AmC6 + 768 
310 CALL ADRS + 3 
320 RtM CTRL OURACTERS 8 
330 CP$ - -$ (16 ) : REM CLR PAGE 
340 ct$ - CXR$ ( 1 2 ) :  REM WWER CAGE 
350 a$ - QIR$ ( 1 1 ) :  REM UPPER CASE 
355 a$ = (9): REW INVERSE VIDEO 
360 CO$ - CXR$ (15): REM OPTIONS 
365 Ql$ - QfR$ ( 1 4 ) :  REM BORMAL VIDEO 
370 CS$ = CXR$ (19) : REW S H I P T  
380 CA$ = CHR$ (1): REM 8ELECT CHR SET OR PG 1 
390 REM PLOT DENSITY 
400 ED - 196:VD - 160 
418 PRINT C I S  
420 PRINT "AFTER W IS P I I I S R E D  PRESS 6 TO STORE IMAGE OF PWT OR ANY KEY TO 
CONTIIITUE" 
425 PRINT a$ 
430 OOTO 8800 
440 'IZXT 
450 PRINT "ERROR IN RLOAD OF RBOOT" 
460 POKE 21688 
478 mID 
1800 REM SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
1010 REM S READ PfXlT 6 
1815 REM 6 DESCRIP'PDR PILE 6 
1820 REM SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
1830 PRINT D$;"OPEbl W DESCRIPTOR" 
1840 PRINT D$tmREAD PLOT DESCRIPTOR" 
1050 REM 
1060 REM GET PLOT DZITA ARRAY DI-SIWS* 
1070 INPUT Ml8: INPUT bMI 
1080 REl4 GET ACTUAL NUMBER OF POINTS TO PI#r* 
1090 INPUT OP 
1110 REM GET DESCRIPTIVE * 
1115 REM * VARIABLE DIMES 
1120 POR I - 8 lQ 1WI 
1130 rrWPUT -(I) 
1140 BIE%T I 
1150 PRINT D$;"CI&St PLOT DESCRIPTDR" 
1160 IIETURbf 
2000 REM SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS66 
2010 R?M S READ PLOT DATA F I L E  S 
2 0 2 0  REM SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
2830 REM 
2840 RP1 I IPIT 13ACEfblE CODE IbDUTISE TD UMD II ARRAY* 
2050 PRINT D$; "BRUbl ARRAY" 
2860 BEM 
2 0 7 0  RtM DIMENSIW THE ARRKY 
2880 DIM PD(MT1811P[I) 
2090 REn AUD RtAD I T  IM* 
2100 & WAD P D " m  DATA" 
2140 RETUIW 
3000 SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
3010 RZM 6 GET X & Y VARIABLES 6 
3020 REM SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
3030 PRIblT CP$: REM CLR PG 
3040 PRINT Cs$tmSELECT T'HE Y-AXIS VARIABLE r a t  PRINT CK$: PRINT 
3050 POR I = 0 MtI 
3060 ETA8 9: PRINT Itm.)"tlPA$(I): PRINT 
3070 MEXT I _ _  - . 
3080 GET Yl t PRIIJT 
3685 IF Yl e 8 OR n * W I  THEN GOTO 3000 
3090 srAB 1: VTAB 1 
3100 PRINT CS$t 'SELECT 5WE X-AXIS VAdIALLE t m  t PRIblT CK$ r PRINT t ETAB 1 t VTAB 
1 * 2 + 1  
3110 GET XI: PRIFT 
3120 IF XI < 8 OR XI * W I  THEbl OOTO 3090 
3130 RETURbl 
4000 REM sssssSssssssSssssssss68 
4010 REM 6 FIND MlblS, HAXS S 
4015 REM S & SCALE FACTOR 6 
4020 REH 6SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
4030 YM = PD(YI#B)rYM = PD(YI#B)rWt = PD(XI#B):XM = PD(M#B) 
4040 rOR I - 0 TO 09 
4050 IP PD(YI#I) e ~ b l  m~bl Y ~ J  = m(naI) 
4060 IF PD(YIaI) * YM THEN YM = PD(Yl.1) 
4070 IF PD(XI#I) e Xbt THEN PD(XIn1) 
4080 IF PD(XI,I) XM II1Ebl XM = PD(XI#I) 
4090 NEXT I 
4100 REM CALCULATE SCALE OAC.* 
4110 YF = ABS (YM - YBl) / VD 
4120 XP = ABS (XM - Xbl) / ED 
4130 REM CALCULATE DELTAS 
4140 YD = ABS (YH - YN) / 4 
4150 XD = ABS (XM - Wt) / 4 
4160 IIBW PIM) VERTICAL m e  
4165 REn OF X-AXfS 
4170 IXI - VD: IF YIP e 8 AblD YP * B THPBI fXI = INT (VD + YB-7 / YF) 
4180 = wtI + 4 
4190 IlETURbl 
5000 REM SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
5010 REM S DRAW & IABEL AXES 6 
5020 REM SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 
5030 PRINT CP$: BE13 CLR PG 
5040 ECOfX)R= 3 
5050 REM DRAW AXES 
5860 HPUrr 279 - HD#4 TO 279 - ED#VD + 4 
5870 HPL#r 279 - IP)#fXI TO 279,UI 
5080 REM DRAW TICK MCWtG 8 
5090 YTICK = VD / 4:XTICK = BD / 4 
5100 FOR I = 0 r0 4 
5119 EPIXrr 278 - EID#I YTICK + 4 TO 280 - YTICK + 4 
5120 BPUYT (279 - HD) + XTIClt I#LXI - 1 TO (279 - HD) + X'fCK frfX8 + 1 
5130 lllEXT I 
5140 REM LABEL AXES 
5145 PRINT -822 t REM LANDSCAPEeSET 
5150 TA% = I!UT (VD / 16) - INT ( fiEbi (=$(=)) / 2) 
5160 IF TAI 1 TLIElJ TAI = 1 
5170 VTAB TAI: ETAB 1 
5180 FOR I = 8 TO LEbl (IYCI$(~)) - 1 
5190 PRINT NID$ (SA$(Yl)#. UIJ (MA$(YI)) - f#l) 
5200. lrlEXT I 
5205 PRINT CA$;lt REM A8C11eSET 
5210 TAI - E D  / 1 - IblT ( ISb l  (=$(XI)) / 2) 
5220 IP TAI < 1 TBEM TAI - 1 
5230 VTAB 23: FTAB IUT ((279 - ED) / 7 + 05) + TAI 
5240 P R I ~  Ia;15$(m) 
5250 BEM AblbtOTATE TEE MIS  
5260 RBM WITH AXIS INCREMENTS* 
5270 FOR J = 0 TO 4 
5280 = f a  - ma+ J YD 
5290 XTICK - 1QO + J %D 
5380 REM * PORMCIT YTICK L XTI- 
5310 llRtM = YTICK: GOSUB 7000:YTIcKS m$ 
5328 - %TI=, WSUB ~B~~:XTICK$ = m S  
5330 VTAB INT (VD / 8 - J *  5 + 1) 
5340 ETAB 3 
S350 PRINT YTI- 
5360 VTAB INT (VD / 8 + 05) + 2 
5379 ffim ((279 - BD) / 7 + J 7 - (fiIw) / 2 + .5) 
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*-NOdXa Mod HXU 0BtL 
86BL 
(WUl) $XU = 08eL 
'O%IUS a WM &WAN03 mu 8LBL 
898L 
z - a asar 
'~8avw m13aa as HZM Boar 
BL8L 
SSsSsSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSa ma BZBL 
S S?IaalM &WQd 3 mtl Bt8L 
sssssssssssssssssssssss ica eeeL 
NU- BIT9 
I 8819 
QdJL8%dX O& mdE 0689 
CXE - 6LZ + (dX / (1PX - (18%X)Qd)) &!XI = QdX 8809 
( / ( - (Id W - 9 + aA - Qe BL09 do Olt t = I XW 0989 
%dA8QdX &O'IdH BS89 
QH - ~LZ + (ax /JQL-- (a8Ut)aa)) UI = Q~X eve9 
(a& / - (gou)ad)) rn - v + - %a 8E09 sssssssssssssssssssssss warr etas 
1 SWIOd XR& 9 HZ?l at89 
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 8089 
REM 
REM A PLOT THE POIblTG A 
REM 
GOSUB 6000 
REM WAIT POR KEYPRESS + 
GET A$ 
REH IF' &IRIS THEN STORE 
REM PWT ON DISK + 
IF A$ a '8' 8888 GOTO 8470 
REM DISCOLJblECT HRCG SO AS TO biOT MESS UP PIXrr 
POKE 54,2401 #IKE 55r253t CALL l0B2~ PRINT 
~ ~ l m  D$;"BSAVE m t m $ ( ~ l ) t m . ~ ~ ~ , ~ $ 2 ~ ~ ~ , ~ $ 2 8 ~ 8  
REM RECObiblECT 
POKE 54,248 POKE 55,143: CALL 1002 
REn *CLEARPAGE 
PRINT CP$: PRIbTT 
VTJ4B 12 
PRINT CI$: REM ICLJVERsE VIDEO 
PRINT "WOULD YOU LIKE ANOTHER PLOT 3" 
GET A$ : PRINT 
PRINT a$: REM IIK)RML VIDEO 
IF LEPT$ (A$@l) I mBT" THEN OOTO 8540 
OOTO 8220 
REM 
REM C W  UP & =TI 
REH 
REM RESET C S W  & KSW POR MORMAL I/o* 
POKE 54,248~ #IKE 55,253~ POKE 56,278 POKE 57,253 
REM RECONNECT ms. 
CALL 1862 
REM RESET HIMEM 
POKE l15rHLlt POKE 116rfIElQ 
REM RETURN IY) ms - #;M. 
PIUblT : TEXT r HOHE 
PRINT D$;'RUIII EBUO" 
*-- --.- -* B S A E  ARRAY 
• 
T H I S  PROGRAM DOES A BINARY 
*GAVE OF ARRAYS AND IS DESIGNED 
*m BE USED FROM WITHIN Abl ASOFT 
*PRDGRAM VIA THE AMPERSAND CAI&. 
THE PROPER SYNTAX I 8  
&SAVE ARRAYNAME aPILENAMea 
*WHERE ARRAYNAME I8 A VALID 
*PREVIOUSLY DIMENSIONED ARRAY 
*(ONLY F I R S T  TWO CHARS. USED AS 
*IN ASOFT) AND FILENAME I6 THE 
*DISK FILE YOU WISH THE ARRAY TO 
*BE STORED I D T O  
NOTE THAT ARRAYNAME IS ONLY 
*THE NAME OF THE ARRAY WITH 1110 
*PARENTHESIS OR DIMENSIOWS. 
PREPARATIONS FOR USE: 
*BRUN BSAVE ARRAY FROM THE 
*CALLING PROGRAM. 
ORG f 2 F A  
*SET. UP TEE & VECTOR AND RETURN. 
LDA #BSAVEPGM ;START O F  T H I S  POM. 
8TA $3F6 
I D A  #sBSAVEPGM 
STA $3F7 
RTS 
ASC "BSAVE ' 
HEX 00 tmL 
CgROET - $B1 8AsOF'T QiRGET S/R CALL - 
QlRGOT - $87 ;GETS NEXT SEQUENTIAL CIiR 
OR TOKm - IX)ADS A-REG PROM IOCN SPECIFIED 
BY TXTPTR ($88-$89) - CARRY IS CLRD I F  
IS NUMERIC OTHERWISE SET - 
Z-FLAG SET IF CHR IS 0 (EOL) OR t ( m S ) #  
m E R W I S E  8-FLAG CLRD - 
-GET INCREMENTS TXTPTR BEFORE OETTIIPG 
CHRt CI3ROOT LEA- TXTPTR M1QUbtGED. 
ERROR - $W12 ;ASOFT ERROR PROCESSIffi - 
QfECKS ERRFIG AND JMPS TO 
BANDLERR IF  OMERR ACTIVE 
-HERWISE PRINTS ERROR MSG 
BASED ON OODE. 1 1 ~  x-REG. 
SEE ASOFT REF MANUAL FOR CODES- 
LIIllPRT - $ED24 ;ASOFT PRIlOT 2-BYTE 
UatSIONED ISTOER %-REG (LSB) C A-REO (WB). 
STIEOUT - $DB3A ;ASOFT PRIblT STRIIYG 
#)IblTBD 'PO BY Y-R150 (M6B) & 
A-REG (LSB); STRING BW8T 
WITB A LBRO OR A - 0  
WUT - $FDED ; W N  CHR OUTPUT RDUTIIE 
CrtroUT - $EWE ;MON ROUTIHE TO P R I F T  CR 
SrCatCER - $ma ;ASOPT SYNTAX CCfR CiiECK - 
QIECKS TO VERIFY TXTPTR POINTS 
TO SAME CHR A8 THAT fl A-REG. 
NORMAL EXIT 16 THROUGH CHROET 
+ THEREBY IblCREMENTIffi TXTPTR; 
ELSE SYNTAX ERROR GENERATED; 
Y-RBG?S CLEARED E I  TtiER WAY, 
GAVE = $PP4A ; HON SAVE ALL REGS 
RESTORE - $PP3F ;MON RESTORE ALL REGS. 
*EXTERNAL PARAMETER BTORhGE 
mME = $06 ;PGM STORAGE OF 
A R R A Y ~ O O T T E b l P R O W A S O P T T E X T .  
ARYTAB - $6B ;ASOPT PTR TO 
* BEGlbMlIlG OF ARRAY SPACE. 
eTREan, - $6D ;ASOPT PTR TO 
END OF NUMERIC STORAGE. 
ARYPTR - $08 ;PGM POINTER UGED 
2Y) UCREMEbFT THROUGH MEMORY. 
TEMP $= ; TEMPORARY STORAGE. 
REMSTK - $F8 ;ASOPT STACK PTR SAVED 
BEFORE EACH BTATEe3EbfT. 
ERRHUM - $DE ;ASOPT ERROR CODE STORE 
BSAVEPGM J S R  




J S R  
J S R  
BEQ 
BTA 
J S R  
BEQ 
U P  
BE0 
STA 







I n A  
STA 
CMPbww LDA 
u 4 P  
Bb7E 
LDA 
























(ARYPTR) 8 Y 
mwE 
btmTCfl 
; SAVE ALL REGS 
; I I I T I A L I Z E  blAME 
;CHECK FOR TOKENIZED SAVE 
;GET THE ARRAY NAME 
;AT TXrPTR 
1 CHP TO QUOTE 
;JMP I F  ONE CHR ARRAYDTAME 
;ELSE SORE 2ND CER 
#AND MOVE TXTPTR TO QUOTE 
;ARYPTR e-- ARYTAB 
BEQ mUW) 
*?AL&S THRU TO HERS I F  SAME HAt4.E COMPARE PAILS 
;GET OFFSET TO 
(ARYPTR) 8Y ;NEXT ARRAY 
;lPAME AM) ADD 
ARYPTR ;TO ARYPTR 
TEMP 
!m!4hTCE SMY ;BUMP Y PAST 2biD QIR OF HAne 
BHE OFFSET ;UblCObtD JMP 
*HERE I F  ERROR IN STATEMENT SYNTAX 
-AX rDX RSMSTK ;RESTORE STACK PROM BEPORE TXE & 
at6 
m X  # I 6  ;SYNTk ERROR CODE 
JMP ERROR ;REPORT THE ERROR 
*BERE WffElO ARRAY PDUClrr) 
. 
mum f 9 A  #BsAvmsG ISEM) BSAVE To ms 
SDY #>BSAVEMsG 
JSR BTROUT 
IDA #$EA ;MODIFY CHRGET TO 
8TA $C@ ;ALLOW SPACES 
STA $Cl  
8EM)PILE JSR CERGET ;GET FILENAME 
BEQ ENDSEND ;AT TXTPTR 
CMP #$22 8 -  To OUm 
BE0 PILJTXT 
ORA #$80 ;blEG ASCII  
J6R COUT ;AND SESD 
QXJ ;m 00s 
BCC SEblDPILE ;Ub)COHD JMP 
PIlJTXT J8R -BET ;PI HI SH OUT 
BLJE FlblTXT ;TXT TO =L 
ELJDSWfI) LDA #SF0 ;RESTORE W E T  
STA $C0 
' LDA #$EF 
STA $Cl 
SElYDADDR I s A  O m r  ' 1- mHm 
JSR COVT 
IQA #'Am 1- A 
JSR COUT 




I D A  #'rm $SEND ANOTHER CDlMA 
JSR COUT 
I D A  #'L 
J6R OOPT 
L9Y #2 ;SEND LENGTH V I A  LINPRT 





JSR CROUT ;SEND CR 
JMP RESTORE ;RETURN V I A  RESTORE 
IIOUTIbfE TO RESTORE REGS. 
*HOTE: CODE WUGT faTD BEFORE $308 
*(#)S lmcToR6:). 
V L  TAB= - ALPHABETICAL ORDER: 
ARYTJAE -$dB BSAVRWG=$B3@5 BSAVEPGMt$030E 
CHRGoT =$B7 CMPNAME -$0341 WUT -$FDED 
ELSDSEM) =$039B ? t R R b f U M  -$DE ERROR -$W12 
O I ~ O T = $ 0 3 2 t  PIbPrXT -88396 POUND -80378 
WAHE =$a6 1IK)MIITCE -$036D OPFSEZ =$034E 
RESTORE -$PF3F SAVE =$PP4A 3 SEHDADDR=$03A3 
sTRElJo -$6D 8TrnUT =$DB3A sYbfCHR =$DEC0 
TtMP -$EB 
SYMBOL TABIS - NUMERICAL ORDICItt 
SAUE -06 





m C H R  -$DECB 
RESTORE 4 F P 3 P  
ARYPTR -$08 M Y T A B  -$dB STREND -$6D 
CfiRGOT -887 3 E R m f U M  -$oE TEMP -$EB 
BSAVEMsG-$8385 BSAVEPGW$038E FIPDQWT-$032E 
CHPBlAME -80341 OFFSET -$034E NOMATCH -$036D 
=UHD -$0378 BENDPIL~$0385 FIH'TXT -$a396 
3 SENDADDR-$03A3 ERROR =$Wl2 8TROUT -$DB3A 
LIBTPRT -$ED24 CROW =$PDBE COUT -$PDEO 
sAVE -$PP.m 
> - -  3 .  
******~*tt+**t+**t~****** - .I?,-, 
.' - - 
- - I  - I 
,-=, ;. >,- * ; ' -- - 
- .--- 
;, . 
L 1 L J '  -. - ,  - 
• -. - - -  -BIBAD ARRaY , , T t L -  , -  - -  , .,-. L . 
-* - 
.- -! ,+ 1;; - . . - r-ir 
" 7,- ,- - ,, 
. o  - 
. - 
- ... ' ' - ,. , .- 
W- W- KOOS JR.  A t -  . ,:-I . ' <L ,,., :--, '- - I = \  - - 
- L C  , I '  
- 8  -- - - . ,  7 , . . 
. I \, 
- >  - , - 4  - * 
- v 
- '. -.- 
I - '  '1 , - 
*/ U B T  UPDATE: 6/16/82 .- r r  . ,  ,*. , - '  ' < ' ii , I. 1 . -5- L , 2 *, - ,: % ; p 7 - -  
- - 
4 ,  - I . . t  _ r ,  
' .. - -  
r L 
A > ,J - -. j L ,  , - t r  
- 7  t - r ' ,  a 1 !- I _ 
, I  b - - \ **t*t**+**+*tt*t.******** , . I , _ .  
- 
. .  
- .  
- 3 4 . -. 
7 - ,- 1 -;- ,.; *,.-* < - - , - 4 - 
. - 
, - . . * -'-. L :,- ;,. ., - .  T H I S  PROGRAW DOES A BIN= - 
. L  - 
) '  I 
, \ , - - - d l 2  ' ' .
* U A D  OF ARRAYS PREVIOUSLY SAVED ,.- . , . - t  - : - l b . - ,  r . .- - r -- 
~ ~ m i  IWE COMPANION PROGRAM . - ,  . I :.. ' 
- - 
. - .  
2 C  **BSAVE ARRAY" AND IS D E s I G m  , ,  
,,.7 a - .  
,I ' 7  *TO BE USED FROM WITHIN AN =OFT , < , .  
- '- 
*""., . - ' 
. . *PROGRAM V I A  THE AMPERGAND CAlrt. , - , . ,  
- .  
- -. .--,L . '  - 
-7 
J 3 -  THE PROPER SYNTAX IS , .  1 . ;  -., , - '.: - .' 
- 3 ,) :(;= , l i _' &IDAD ARRAYNAME 'FILEBTAME* , , - . ' - - , - 
- , I  , L 7 " -  8 -  * *WHERE ARRAYNAME IS A VALID h..;..;F , -  
- i '  - 
*PREVIOUSLY DIMENSIONED ARRAY I . ,--  , - , . , !  - 1 - 
. - 
I - . -  
- 1 * ( m y  F I R S T  TWO CHARS USED AS 
, I  
I - 
- - , -  * I N  ASOFT) AND FILENAME IS TEE r , - 8  - L C  - i , , 1 
, . - .  
. > _._.-_ , -, - I - *DISK P I L E  YOU WISH THE ARRAY TO 
- -= , , < T I  - . -  - ! 
. ' 
. 
% . I < ' [  . *BE RETRIEVED PROM. , - I  - 4, 
- .  
- - - s + L  - 8 ;I- -;,L7,, ?( ; - 1 - 
- .- 
, 'i - NOTE THAT ARRAYXAME IS OMLY _ .__ . 
. . -  
, . 
. - 
. . *THE NAME OF VHE )LRRAY W I T H  1110 - . -  
L ,  ' >- I  *PAREbTTIiESIS OR DIMENSI-S* . 8 
, - 
L- . > 
I -  I 
PREPARATIONS FOR USE: I - f .. 
*BRW BWAD ARRAY FROM THE 7 _ . ' .  I 3 
1 .  - 
*cALLfblG PROORAM. + z  \ 
- - 
. . 
-.: ORG $2E5 
- 1 .  r - 
- ,-.* ;>;- ' 
. . 
*SET UP %HE & VECTOR AND RETURN* ' L 7 ,  1 , 
> X '  ;-- A * I+, , ,-i ' ->..;.;I 
i L  
, J  - -  , - 7  - -  I D A  (BWADPGM #START OF T H I S  PGM. , , , 8 , I ' I 
' ;. f$ STA $3F6 i -:- . 
3 . .  - < 
, . ,  1 , -  5 
r A \ ,  - , '  ' - 
" 
I D A  #>BLOADPGM A,$ 
' 1  _ - 
, - -+,:4 
8TA $3F7 F i  $ 
RTS . - . - . ;.,; $ 
111 1 8 1;;;; 





BLOADMGG HEX 8D84 8 CR, CTRL-D 'L~I 
f 
" L3 
. .. 2 -a; 
ASC .Brbhb u 4 -
HEX 86 t , .-,:-; 
. - 
, :. -la 
- - 
.f G , :  - . ,J EXTERbtAL SUBROUTINES: 
3 - 
' I  ' -;'j 
CHRGET I $B1 ;ASOFT CHRGET S/R CALL - 8 ,  . - ; ;i 1 A L  
CXRGOT = $B7 ;GETS NEXT SEQUENTIAL CHR S T  ,, . j-i., ..-. 
- I.-. 
, ,:- *,- 
OR TOKEN - IOADS A-REG FROM W SPECIFIED , , ' , , v , 2 ;.y. -
, b ' ,  BY TXTPTR ($BB-$89) - CARRY IS CLRD IF L - :  ,,:, 7:, - - '  t ' .? I I _ ^  
QfR IS  NUMERIC OTHEWISE SET - , I l L f i  - , - - :- b ,,- R+ 
- - L:+ 
2-FLM; SET I F  CHR IS 8 (EOL) OR : (IDS), " : ' .  , j r ' -  - I , _  nt ,7~ - 
- .  
1 I 
- .  ,&p% OTERWISE Z-PLILG CLRD - .,I# , I- f - < t  I .  , . -  . . '$, - ,n 
- ' - .  
-GET INCREMEbfTS TXTPTR BEFORE GETTING s t > > ,  a <  : -- . - , .. , -' 2 
CHRt -ROOT LEAVES TXTPTR W-ED* - - , , !  i-I , -  , A T-9:,; ' !?'S 
ERROR = $MI2 ;ASOFT ERROR PROCESSXffi - . .' - - - . p: + 
. , ' ,-;- - . : L.$::'2 CEECICG tRRPU; AND JWPS TO -, J 
- 1  _ 
-+-.j+ 
EWDLERR I F  -ERR ACTIVE , < L  , - 7 .:.." - - - 1 7 1  - 
I 1- -A a 
- 1 -  -.. 
- -- 
, + _ +  - ( 
- .L 
I I ,  - I. I '  . , , - 
- -  - - 
OTHERWISE PRINTS ERROR 1180 . .  : , ,  < 1.- - . , - 4  . - ,..-*: 
BASED OM CODE IM X-REG* I , -,., <! --- - ..' -, ' . . , , :  A > :  ,,,. 5.; 
8 ., 
> Y 
t 8 7 I I--\ 'I - .  
;'> J 
SEE ASOFT REP -AL W R  CODES* .. ; < f '  .. - ,  I )  
1 . (  - .- 1 
 - 
LIHPKT = $ED24 SAGOPT PRIbTT 2-BYTE " > , 1 )  . , 
IBlSIolaED IBlTGER xmt X-REG ( L s B )  & A-REG (MSB). , T .  
STROUT = $DB3A ZAGOPT PRIbtT 8TRIIIWi 
- .  
#)I- TO BY Y-REG (HSB) & , - 
A-REG (LSB) ; STRING MUST BUD 1 
WITH A ZERO OR A OUOTE- 
QUfi - $PDED tHO!il CER OUTPUT RDUTILJE 
CROUT - $PD8E tm ROUTIb7E TO PRIHT CR 
WCER - $oEce #ASOPT m A X  CHECK - 
CIIECKS TO VERIFY TXTPTR POINTS 
+ TO SAME CHR AS THAT Ibt A-REG. 
NORMAL EXIT IS THROUGH CHRGET 
TNEREBY IICREMENTIIG TXTPTR: 
ELSE SYNTAX ERROR GENERILTED: 
* Yo- 3 6  CLEARED EITHER WAY 
SAVE -. - $PP4A 8MON SAVE ALL m0Sa 
RESTORE = $PP3P ;MON RESTORE AIL REGS. 
*EXTERNAL PARAMETER STORAGE 
MAME - $06 ;PGM STORAGE OF 
ARRAY 19- GOTTEN FROM ASOFT TEXT. 
ARYTAB = $6B ;ASOFT PTR TO 
BEGINB7Ibta OF ARRAY SPACE. 
STREND = $6D ;ASOPT PTR TO 
OF WMERIC STORAGE. 
ARYPTR = $08 ;PGM POIDTTES USED 
l Q  INCREMEIJT THROUGH MEMORY. 
TEMP I $EB ;TEMPORARY STORAGE. 
ARYLEN = $EC ;PGM VARIABLE FOR 
*LENGTH OF ARRAY. 
ARYDIM = $ED ; PGM VARIABLE FOR 
*NO. OF DIMENSIONS OF ARRZIY. 
ReMsTK - $F8 ;ASOFT STACK PTR SAVED 
BEFORE EACH STATEMENT. 






J S R  








PIblDOUOT J S R  
BE0 
CMP 
M E  






a 4 P  





:SAVE ALL REGS 
; INITIALIZE bfAME 
;GET THE ARRAY NAME 
;AT TXTPTR 
;CMP TO QUO= 
;JMP IF ONE CHR ARRAYNAME 
;ELSE STORE 2M) CHR 
;AND MOVE TXTPTR TO QUOTE 
;CMP TO QUOTE 
;ARYPTR (-0 ARYTAB 
*PALLS THRU 'PD HERE IF HAME HAME COMPARE FNLS 
OFPSET lblY 
LDA 















;GET OFFSET TO 
(ARYPTR) r Y  ARRAY 
;NAME MID ADD 
AKYPTR ;TO ARYPTR 
TmP 





BTREISD ;CtIECK FOR 
ARYPTR+l 8- OF 
STRE1OD+1 ;ARRAY STORAGE 
SYNTAX 
#0 
QIPllUEIE t U I P O O H D m  
mr'sATCB INY ;BUMP Y PAST 2M) CHR OF ~UME 
, BlOE OFFSET ;UBlCOblD J W  
*HERS IF  ERROR I1 STATEMENT SYNTAX 
-AX LDX REMGTK ;RESTORE STACK FROM BEFORE THE & 
3x6 
LDX #16 ; m A X  ERROR CODE 
a l p  ERROR ;REPORT THE ERROR 
POWD LDX 40 ; SAVE ARRAY LENGTH 
POUM,LP IWf ;AND bK)* OF DI-SIOblS* 





LDA ~BLOADMSG t s m  BLOAD TO ms. 
IDY #>BIX)ADMSG 
J S R  STROUT 
LDA # s E h  ;MODIFY CHRGET TO 
STA $C0 ;ALLOW SPACES 
8TA $C1 
SENDFILE J S R  -GET ;GET PILEbTAME 
BEQ EbTDSEblD ;AT TXTPTR 
CMP #$22 ;CMP TO QUOTE 
BEO P I m x T  
ORA #$80 ;WEG A S C I I  
J S R  COUT ; M D  8EM) 
QX: ;TO DOS 
BCC SELJDFILE ;UNCOBlD JMP 
PI- J S R  CHRGET ;FINISH OUT 
BblE FINTXT ;TXT TO EOL 




SENDADDR IDA #'#* ;SEND OD- 
J S R  COUT 
LDA #aA" 8 -  A 
J S R  C O W  




J S R  CROW ;SEND CR* 
LDX #0 ;CMP ARRAY LEbtGTfl 
LDY $2 ;AND DIMENSIONS TO 
mARYLP LDA (ARYPTR)#Y ;THOSE SAVED BEFORE 
CMP ARYLSN8X STHE P I L E  WAD* 





IDY $0 ;MOW RESTORE TEE 
I a A  SAME ;ARRAY W E  FROM 
STA (ARYPTR) eY BEFORE THE 
fblY ;F ILE fCUD 
IDA mi1 
STA (ARYPTR)eY 
JMP RESTORE ; RETURbl V I A  RESTORE 
*BDUTINE TO BeSTOBB REGS. 



































































STEP MOTOR DATA SHEET 

. -8 
- .* <= 
. . 
- '  . . 
- - 7 . : .  
i - i  . _  
' ,,, 4 '  
. -. 
,-.4*, &<-- 
I . '  . 
APPENDIX D 
TEST FIXTURE PROGRAM LISTINGS AND CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
******t*+**tt*t******************************* 
i 
TITLE: STEP WOTOR TESTER 
8 
DESCRIPTIW: ' 
THIS PROGRAM WORKS I N  COLJJUNCTION 
WITH AW APPLESOPT MAIN PROGRAM TO TEST A 
STEP HOTOR WHICfl WAS BEEN CONNECTED TO A * 
SHAFT ENCODER* AN INTERRUPT ROUTINE 
GENERATES A 100  USEC TIME BASE WHICH I S  
USED TO DETERMINE WHMl TO SWITCH PHASES 
AND HOW MUCH TIME HAS ELAPSED BETWE= 
ENCODER PULSES 
* 
ZERO PAGE USAGE 
STARYPTR - $6 t l 6  BIT PTR TO ST8 MkRAY 
PSARYPTR = $8 116 BIT PTR TO PS8 ARRAY 
ACC 1. $45 ;TEMPORARY A-REG STORAGE 
APPLESOPT ROUTIblE USAGE 
CHRGET - CB1' 
PTRGET - $Dm3 ;READS VARIABLE POINTED TO BY 
; TXTPTR AND FINDS I T  I N  MEMORY 
;LEAVING V A R P ~  AND Y-REG(MSB), 












6522 PIA REGISTERS 
HAPPED INTO T'HE 16 f / O  
SPACES OF SLOT 3 
- $C0U ;SLOT 3 M E  ADDRESS 
- SfXYT3+0 tOUTPUTREGB 
- -3+1 ;OUTPUTREGA 
- S=3+2 8MTADIRREGB 
- SUYT3+3 t M T A D I R R E C A  
I W 3 + 4  ;TIMERlIX,LATCH 
r W 3 + 5  ;TIMER 1 H I  LATCH 
- 6L#r3+11 ;AUX CONTROL REG 
- sLxyT3+12 ;PERIPHERAL CX'RL REG 
r 6LOT3+13 ;INTR FLAG REG 
- 6LOT3+14 ;lblTR ELJABLE REG 
ORG $9400 
I NIT 8EI 





















;clJUiR DECIMAL MODE 
; B W  T%TPTR PAST : 
;IOCATE ST&(@) 
;SAVE PTR 
;BUMP TX'rPTR PAST : 
;LQCATZ P88(0)  
;SAVE PTR 
BTEP W m I C A T I O b l  
YON PEiMES. BIT 7 BET WEMJS PJD OF 
y6TEPSe 2blD & 3RD BYTE - 8TEP ~ u y  
;TIME, EI-BYTE FIRST. 






















(STARYPTR),Y #GET PHASE6 
STPBUF ;STORE Iml BWI 












STEPPER ROUTINE DECLARATIONS 
1 RO - $3PE ;INTERRUPT VECTOR 
*-0% PROCEDURE STEPPER 
*--B BEGIN 
*--> I l I T I A L I Z t  Y-REG; 
STEPPER S E I  #DISABLE INTERRUPTS 
WDY #0 





*--> IBIITIALIZE PIA. PORTS t 
LDA (0  ;PORT A = ImUT 
STA DDRA 
I D A  #$- ;PORT B - WPUT 
8TA DDRB 
LDA #$C1 y:1:1:0:0:0:B:0:1: 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
TIMER 1 FREE RUN---------1-1 1 1 1 1 I 1 
DISABLE UNUSED FUblCTIONS-----1-1-1-1-1 1 
IATCB PORT A 010 
~ S ~ ~ G  m E  OF =--------------------l
J S R  




















#$40 tTIWEOUT 3 
WAIT1 ;No WAIT so= mlRE 
TIMERLO ;CLEAR TIMER ILCUi 
;YES SHIFT PEiASE6 W 
tROTATE 4 BITS LBFT 
*--> INITIALIZE PIA.PCRz 
LDA #$- ;BIT 0 - 1 REQUESTS INTERRUPTS 
STA PCR JON fX)-TO-HI EDGE OF CAI.  





+--> EbUBLE 6522 TO INTERRUPT 
WDA #$C? 8-1 C T1 INTERRUPTS ONLY 
STA I E R  
a 1  $=ABLE 6582 INTERRUPTS 
+--> WHILE SOT EMX)FSTEPG 
+-----> BEGIN 
*----a GETSTEP; 
+-----a OUTPUT Pmsss; 
+-----a m I T  UNTIL MOTORTIME STEPTIME; 
MtTSL LDA MTRFLAG 
__.-  BB7E UNTIL 
+-a DISABLE INTERRUPTS; 
-WILE I 9 A  #$42 
STA IER 
8 E I  
+--a mRN OFF PXASES; 
I D A  #$pP 
STA OUTB 
+-a. END 
+--a ENDPROCEDURE STEPPER 
*--a PROCEDURE IM'TERRUPT 
*--a BEGIN 
NOTE: THE APPLE MONITOR SAVE6 THE A-REG 
AT WNITOR ZERO PAGE LOCATION ACC BEFORE 
E#TERING THE INTERRUPT SERVICE mUTfblE. 
=IS IS NECESSARY BECAUSE THE MOBTITOR 
DESTROYS A-REG WHILE DISCERNING I F  THE 
INTERRUPT WAS A BREAK INSTRUCTION OR A 
HARDWARE INTERRUPT 
IMTRPT I D A  IPR ;TIMER INTERRUPT 3 
M D  ($40 ;TEST FOR. TIMER. 
BEQ =CODER 


















I a A  
STA 
-CODER LDA IFR 
AtaD #$a2 
BEQ EWDCASE 
I D A  W T A  ;READ PA7 
Aan> @$80 ;MASK DIR BIT 
BlJE REVERSE 
mc ENCPOS 
E m  ENDCASE 
IblC m c P o s + 1  
JMP ENDCUE 
+-------, ELSE DEC POSITION 





EM)CAGE LDA IPR 
m'A IFR 
I D A  ACC 
IITI 




























SYMBOL TABLE - MUMERICAL ORDER: 
PsmYpmt- see  







































1000 REM M N N  F G M  
1010 GOSUB 100s REM GET STEP TIMES 
1820 DEE' PB7 mD4(A) = INT ((A / 4 - INT (A / 4 ) )  4 + .85) 
1030 REM BUILD PflAGES OB ARRAY 
1040 DIM PH(3):PEl(0) - 3:PH(1) - 6:PH(2) = 12:~~(3) 9 
1050 REM BUILD SWITCHING ARRAY WITB PHASES ON PLUS TIME DELAY* 
1060 ma(@) - PH(0): REH INITIAL ON PHASES 
1070 STB(~) - B: REM INITIAL TIME mm CARE 
iese a = 1823: REM CLOCKS PER MILLISEC~ 
1090 IWR I = 1 TQ IS8 
1100 STB(2 I) = PH( FBI mD4(1)) 
1110 2 I + 1) = m (=(I - 1) + CK + *S)  
1120 BEXT 
1130 STB(2 (-8 + 1)) = - 1 
1170 REM 
11891 REM RUN TEST . 
PRINT D$tmBLX)AD STEP MOTOR TESTER" 
CALL - 27648rST1(0)rPSI(B) 
LIBn 
REM FIND NUMBER OF POINTS RECORDED 
=SUB 380 
REM 
REM BUILD PLOT ARRAY 
GOSUB 400 
REM 
REM BUILD DESCRXPTOR FILE 
PRINT D$tmOPEN PLOT DESCRIPTOR* 
PRINT D$tmWRITE PLOT DESCRIPTOR" 
PRINT 3: REM # OF VARIABLES 
PRINT 195: R E M  # OF ALLOWABLE FOIBTTS 
PRIblT J 1: REM NUMBER OF POINTS USED 
PRINT mIIDTOR #)SITION" 
PIUNT "ROTOR =ITYn 
PRINT mRDTOR ACCELERATIW" 
PRINT "TIME" 
PRINT D$tm=SE PWT DESCRIPTOR" 
REM 
REM BUILD P : ' DATA PILE 
PRINT D$ ;'BRUbl BSAVE ARRAY" 
& SAVE SD*PLOT DATA" 
mTD 
10 DIM ST(29),ST8(59).PS8(2408)~SD(3,195) 
20 D$ - O i R $  (4): REM CTRL-D 
30 OOTO 10001 REM GOT0 M I I  POX 
1@0 PRIlrlT DStBOPES STEP TIMESW 
118 PRUUT D$taREU) STEP TIMES* 
120 INPUT AS8 t IHPW CSar INPUT Ds8 
130 NISI - As8 + C6S + DSa 
140 FOR I - b TO US8 - It Il!lPUT ST(1): lJEXT 
5 0  PRINT D$tWCU)SE STEP TIMES" 
160 RETURN 
300 REM 
310 REX FIND WMBER OF KLEMEDTTS II P88 
315 W T  = 32767 
320 FOR bt = 0 TD 2480 
330 IF PS8(bl) LAST TLIEb7 lOEXT 
;$: 
- . < I  
. . 340B7-bl- 1 . . _  . .  7.:;;:$:s . , . ., - 7 . '--. , I 350 !?EM B7 NOW POINTS TO THE LAST ELEMENT STORED 
I C : ...:?:-,  ),.-. o , ,. $3.L;;., .- -3%: 7.1: ;!:: -+ :- ' -,. 
I _,I_ - 
3 6  RETURN 'L,: ,,.: ,. ,"  :;, - ': : <,. , ." . : : ,'. ' ,,., ! .  . . : 8 . , . ,  
.: -;.. " ' "  - - '  - . 
_ _ . I .  , , + i i - - , , :  . . . 
- : q , . z 7 .  ,I:.&' , 
400 REH -%.,. ,, :i,:!!, , ,  .. *,.I  . .< r <,.'- ,I: ., -; .b4$. . - L  ,, 
410 REM BUILD PLOT POIBTT ARRAY FRLlM P68 ,:I; .,L ::$<*;?+;;- ->;> f i A . . j 8 - .  m - < .:,,I 7' . . t .  . . -  FL,.,, <.-.' '- . - 3,.  
,$~:x, . .  . = <,,+:,-, 420 PI 3-141592654tTIME r 0:s = 0 ,.s,. :.! ."., ... . fl 
430 THETA = PI / 48:OMEGA = 0tpULSE - PI / 12BBtOP'- 0:DT - 1 / 1823 
435 ITHETA - THETAtTl - THETAs01 - 0 
440 IF U 4 - 195 =EN DO = 1: GOT0 450 
445 DO - l9 / 196 .&,.a ,., . . .- . . . ..r,.; 
- At-:-.,>, 
450 POR I = 0 TO U . ,,!,,,: L ~:~g::l zq .- 
465 Rm ;&g ;,,:;;-$j*:;<i;;: f:k ,.< . :y; ,-.,, +<I:; ..* ;.;,*; -:.- ;",>:&.-,y.;yl:- ,be,,', 
470 REM CALCULATE DERIVATIVES ',;;,.-::,;.;'.,I. '. - 8 .< ' 'LC" 8.:: , ..-,;. ,;;. ; .>6...;&- +,; ."* . ,,-'<?i- 
-,, - ,:,-.., ;z.;.,  ,.;" ' .,!T7. d , , ,  % .. ; ;:. P k  !.,".., ,< .. b ,,=: . .. i-.: 475 T2 - T1:Tl m THETA a'.;, ' 8  ..?.-"I' . . . '. 
. ,11 $': ?:*:,?:'\.; , j,; :,,, ;.!-{f:,,;, t:;. 
:,). ,:::: /-:ff?q 480 m m A  = ITBETA + PULSE PSI ( I) 
.: ::;;zLi< +:.; :,';in 
-, .- .;,-$ ' .: +qwm-. . .. . .., - - :; J; J.,;:' . , 
4.1A.+ 490 02 = OltOl = OMEGA 
- .  < =I,8 ,.- ,<: +, ; I  , 
,;...-. , ' ? # ,  .. ,,;,. r. 
'lL&i2 500 ~ G A  I (THETA - ~2 ) / ( 2 . DT ) ,. : l : ~ - , ~ . ~ . ; ~ ~ ; , ' < ~ . !  . . _ ;i -5 :, 
- 1.  I.,,-: --, .,: 
518 ALPHA - (OMEGA - 02) / ( 2  DT) ,v.;b+ q?::'. ':.".. 
528 TIME = TIME + ..,,.<< y...,%, . ;-,: :( ~ ;j(. -.. >.L. "..l,.!~,;.. 
... 4 -  - ; -r,.,/c, - {..,, - 8 .  
608 REH 5'': ;:.-!,j , I '  2, 2: - l,, ;A,: .?>-. . I ; L. ;+,I;, ;:--,..CII_ ? '.,, 
-. , ,.". - 
610 REM 61PT FOR OUTPUT :.:;? .':;.-7i, i ~ ) ,  . .(; ., 7.&-:j:<n>+ ; , r, . ,!, ,. .--,;, -,: .'L-:; ,.-l' y ,  
628 IP I a OP GOT0 660 ,,:'.m+, . .. 1,. ; ,? ,., L ,  , ,- . ?:':: :.-::.;:?;:::j-:,;j- . -  : <,, .. ,,:,;,;. ,,.,, '  
r +: , ;:: ,;, .-- 630 Q(0, J) - THETA: SD( 1, J) I OMEGA , ;:;?$:I,>:; * , .  ,, . , :-,.,: f 7:. 8.. & ,y;,' ,. ,:-:: . "  ir J!:;.?. : .< :; ' ,;;.j~$*,- :;! 
-. -.& 648 SD(2.J) I ALPXAISD(~.J) TI~.r..~~~$:~~~~~ i'?;;i:f.-,c t : 2~~;,-~;~,;-;,:~;~i;;p>y. 
645 J - J + 1 \ ,. . ,& . - .  - .',--? . < 5 ,  , -:,,. .:,>; l , - : . '  , . . . . , , L  1: . > . , . , . - . . : . a  ' , . " ' ' '  
. .  . ;, , :, 1 , ..T, ;-,c- ,,!, ,,,? : , ,: ;! ,: : ,-.,,,.: ::i?< k- ..?'.*: : ,i.! '~.G. ;.zq. 
658 OP - OP + DO . -  - . < .-- - ,  ; \-L~;- .;,A, ?-;a,r; ,><. ,<., + -,-. -<.* - , .  . -1, -  .,.I ,, - ;,;'K-<- 
. v.::*,!- .'., 7:.:;:,, 7,k;.::c;;.. , .. ,,. 1 .  ;.,; ., ., >. 
'T'. .' ' ,.;: 4. -". . , .- . . 
660 ZUEXT . ,-,- \ :.~.,;<~'.; .  , ,ii: ,; .,;;.-;;-,-;.fF,: -;i:.:,;;,i->; ;!~~~zc-;i-~:;::::~j;;~ , 
670 RETURN - > #  , . ; , . ; :> , . * -. . ,- r ii :. ' .: : .,,. ,; ,,,= .' ;!. . I  . <,-'. 
, , I ,  '7- - , > = *, .-zi .-.. :I>;, .. '.- .-. :;; ;,:? -..:,; $:?: 
990 REM ;,:!;:., 7-, ,.,?! .: , c.. - w:-,;  ., ; , ;: .;:, ,, -:=; ,!: + +;', 2~d'.-:: 5; cy.:;,,:. i,, ;Y:,.~:,.,:~ - - -,, . . ". +.:.,- .i 
; :  f i  - : :  ; ; - -  ' *  
7/ ,-, -<, ?,, .:~'-, , T . #  . -. - ' 
. . - ,, , ,,; ,;:,;,. .!, -<-, ::'.;-: . .% 
.,?J:.,' :* .. I, :I., 
.<.. --. . . - .a . . ,: .[-;. -, .; :,,, ,;::;y' ;:: :I,,-_:;, .,.:.-.' ... 
T ;,;-... -,,:-..: i:. -,-- - 8 " :  , 8 .  -.: . . ,  
. .  . -  
,- ., >- -- 
>.,'.: , -  .-..*. 
. 4: 7 :  
, ,% -!c, ,;,$;/,:~ - ,  ; ',.- --.: . - '-. - +  ' 
. .>h . 8 ' ,-: * 
. . . (_  ... 
3 , 
8 .  .. c -  .. >,.>.''- c-.;,.-,< .,-;-;?.,,. ' ;:.. i,..>;;>;,,:': :- . . t ,  :'- . , 
. , -. , ' : , , , , ;, , , , . .:.'$::<i.i. :; ,, 
. :, ; ,-, ' . .. . G;.;, ."--. a*. .- .1: 
. -  - , , '  \.- ,... .f,'. , ,,-, @Q. ,>,'.--.; 
:,t,{-5 ;I,)> ; '! ,,,;. ,,,.,-: :.:;:;. '>##-y:j:,.!- 1 . .  :, !"* . . . . , !  ,,:_. , ..,*-I, ' ' ,$ ;$.,:.$;:,j;; ,!; :;,- , , :;,.:-,I 
.!,; >->,.-, ;:<)I ,,.- .;, , . I - - . , ,  ; ; ; r . : . ' > , .  , , r m :  I,'.: ' 
- C ,,: . , ;:, .; ;:,: :;;;; , ,,; :' . . - ,!,;.,:,, y:,  ~,2.:,.;-,::F;1"c , ,<... ' - -9:  % 
;-,;-!+..;,.$ --.< ,<L:..;: ,,,*, .,.:. , . , la..* p:.,;: 
.-. - . 8 
- ..g,, .- ::- 5;r, ;. 8 .,-;:.n, ,,;, - , .- r.* ?.?j ' -  . ;a :, ' ::;>.;9 
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